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The environment draws great attention today frommany people and businesses.
Some companies are beginning to play off these concerns in theirmarketing
approach, while others dodge the topic at all turns.Whilemany people feel we
have serious environmental problems, others do not. It is a subjectwithwhich
everyone is, perhaps, too hasty in their judgment. This thesis project encourages
behavioral awareness and provides information from amultitude of sources so
that a practical, rather than radical, viewmay develop.
Information surrounding issues about the environment appear inmany
diverse publications. The sources of information, as well as the information
itself, are very broad. This thesis project, Design, GraphicArts, and the Environ
ment, brings a great number of these sources together. The proposed publication
discusses many different topics. More detailed information, if desired by the
reader,may be found by consulting the extensive list of references supplied.
This project focuses on environmental issues from the standpoint of a
designer, graphic artist, or printer. These people, while often restricted by a
client, makemany decisions affecting the environment. Theymust realize their
pivotal position between industry and customers, and between technical and
marketing people. Theymust use their knowledge and position of influence for
the benefit of all, including the environment.
This project covers six main topics. Part One addresses paper, focusing on
recycled papers and environmental labeling organizations. Part Two, Bleaching,
looks at the needs,methods and effects of this paper unit operation. Part Three
discusses printing inks and the concern of pigments and oils used in their com
position. Part Four then investigates de-inkingmethods and the problems
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associatedwith them. Packaging, Part Five, describes the function of this indus
try and analyzes some packagingmaterials being used. Lastly, Standards &
Regulations, Part Six, looks at the government's role in environmental issues. An
appendix followswith organizations to contact for further information. An addi
tional appendix includes two sample issues of the proposed publication.
The thesis project presents information about varied, yet related topics, in
the hopes of generating environmental interest in readers. People are encour
aged to read further about a specific subject; this thesis is not meant to provide
solutions, but rather information.
The condition of the environment is an enormous and critical topic that has
the potential to affect everyone.When people sense that their behavior can have
an impact, albeit small, on a large problem, they can and oftendo change theirbehavior.
Ideally, everyone should consider their environment in their daily decisionmak
ing. For persons working in the design, graphic arts and printing industries, this
thesis project provides the type of information, or access to it, needed tomake
those decisions.
Introduction
Environmental issues seem novel today. To support and protect the environment
is the vogue. After all, it defines our lives. A few decades ago, a small number of
people expressed concern about our impact on our surroundings. Over the past
few decades, environmental awareness and action to address problems head on,
has increased.Many people, however, remain uninterested or simply unaware of
the existence ofmany problems facing us. Rachel Carsonwidened eyes in 1962
with her book, Silent Spring, documenting the environmental harm of pesticides.
The first Earth Day took place onApril 22, 1970, and currently sends an annual
message of environmental consciousness. In 1978, Love Canal, an area with a
grade school unknowingly built above a toxic dump, brought attention to the
health and environmental implications of our disposal practices.More recently, a
barge from Long Island, New York traveled for sixmonths in 1987, trying unsuc
cessfully to unload its waste in six states and three countries (Watson 3). These
situations and more drew attention to productswe consume, and to our behav
iors with wastematerial.While these issues indicatedwidespread problems and
concerns, they occurred as the result of individual actions. Peoplemust make
themselves aware of the situations around them and how they, as individuals,
can change them.
Vast amounts of information exist on environmental conditions and repara
tions, but are not always readily available to the layman. Much of the informa
tion appears in different publications each addressing specific topics or areas of
concern. Environmental issues evoke debate because seemingly simple decisions
may have far reaching, and diverse effects, depending on perspective. Debates
arise from seeing only one side of an issue. Often, a desirable and environmen
tally sound decision hasmany hidden costs. Theymay involve changes in tech
nology and increases in efficiency. "Who
pays?"
is a question often overlooked.
Sometimes, in solving one environmental problem, we create another. For exam
ple, recycling paper reduces municipal solid waste, but generates newwaste
streams such as sludge from the de-inking process, or harmful emissions as the
burning of fossil fuels is often necessary to provide energy for the process.
People are exposed to very diverse information everyday. Problems arise
from seeing only one side of an issue individuals and organizations tend to use
information, sometimes the same information, to defend only their views. An
issuemay be presented as extremely destructive to the environment and to peo
ple's health from one source and as non-threateningwhen presented by another
source. The accurate view is sometimes lost in the rhetoric.
In some cases, when discussing a particular aspect of an issue, both views
or positions have validity. For example, the following list by Lynn Scarlett from
theNational Center for PolicyAnalysis matches common environmental com
plaints with their opposing views: a lot of packaging is excessive and unneces
sary packaging enables theUnited States towaste less food (9); plastics are
"bad"
plastics reduce productweight and save energy (13); we are running out
of landfill space we have land available, but cannot agree on landfill locations
(3). Few instances have all negative or all positive aspects. Caring for and being
sympathetic to our surroundings is important, but technology should not regress
as a result.
With all of the gloom portrayed by certain individuals and organizations, it
is difficult not to fear the consequences of nearly everythingwe do. The informa
tion in this publication comes from a great variety of sources to create a practical
view of situations. Care has been taken so that no statement sounds paramount.
Author Dixie Lee Ray provides important view points that serve as grounding
devices to environmental outcries. Hermost recent book, Environmental Overkill:
What EverHappened to Common Sense?, sums it up in the title. Ray's book helps
create sensible judgment by providing diverse views and data.
The type of publication represented by this thesis project presents diverse
views and discusses some fundamental concerns about six different areas
touched by designers, graphic artists and printers. Ideally such a publication
would appear as often as quarterly, and subjects and issue could be broken
down for presentation in different issues of the publication. This project covers
six independent yet related topics, and each subject is adequately covered as this
thesis project is a one time endeavor.
Part One includes the applications and volume impact of paper. Paper is
one of our largest volumes ofwaste. It is important to understand where and
howwe use it, as well as the specific environmental impact it has. Part One
defines several terms common to the paper industry, including pre-consumer
waste, post-consumer waste, and mill broke. Recycled papers and virgin papers
are evaluated in terms of cost, pollution, brightness, press performance and
strength. Part One also describes four environmental label organizations: Scien
tific Certification Services (SCS), Conservatree Information Services (CIS), Green
Seal, and a Canadian organization Environmental Choice/EcoLogo.
Bleaching is necessary in the production ofwhite papers, and Part Two dis
cusses the benefits and needs of this process. Eight different bleachingmethods
or agents are described: chlorine, chlorine dioxide, sodium hydroxide/caustic
extraction, hypochlorite, peroxide, oxygen, ozone and enzymes. Part Two looks
at how each bleachingmethod benefits paper brightness and how it effects other
paper properties such as strength. It also investigates the environmental effects
of bleaching and provides case studies of new successful bleaching sequences
currently in operation.
Part Three deals with inks and pigments, specifically the
environmental
impact of vehicles and pigments. Heavymetals present in ink compositions,
mainly cadmiiun, lead, copper, and zinc are noted. Vegetable and solvent-based
vehicles are investigated with respect to ink print quality, including color accura
cy and drying time. Part Three addresses environmental concerns about ink dis
posal in respect to the components of an ink and its overall impact. The topics of
recycling ink and de-inking also receive mention.
Linked closelywith that topic is Part Four, De-inking, which looks at the
common de-inkingmethods ofwashing, flotation and dispersion. Different
paper substrates and printing processes are noted for any problems or concerns
they cause with ink removal. De-inkingmethods are discussed for their effec
tiveness and environmental impact onwater and air. In addition, Part Four
describes some de-inked and non-de-inked offset and writing papers available
and how cooperation between paper manufacturers and de-inking facilities may
further de-inking success.
Part Five analyzes the purposes and needs for packaging. It discusses
paper, glass, aluminum & steel, and plastic as common packagingmaterials. It
investigates their application in the packaging industry as well as theirwaste
impact, energy use, resource use, and recycling capabilities. The recycling section
looks at potentialmarkets and costs associated with each material. Part Five also
includes a section covering design approaches involving the issue of packaging
and the environment.
Part Six includes government roles in environmental issues and some legal
ramifications affecting the design, graphic arts and printing industries. The
CleanAir andWaterActs and the Nutrition Labeling and EducationAct are dis
cussed alongwith other relevant programs. This final part reviews theUnited
States Environmental ProtectionAgency's role in environmental sanctions.
Recycling is discussed in terms of success with paper and othermaterials and
products. Part Six identifiesmandates, programs and future goals at the state
level andmentions companies involving themselves in environmental issues.
Everything people do effectsmany things, and, more often than not, the
environment. The concern is whether the effect is positive or negative, and how
severe. Evaluations of and behavioral changes in response to the environment
should be effective but practical.While people in theUnited States quarrel about
globalwarming and plastic packaging, people in other countries search for food
and shelter; our citizens simply have time to worry (Rathje 33). Environmental
issues do have relevance in today's society. Somemay have less urgency than
implied by activists, and consequently many urgent environmental claims are
treated as misconceptions. But decades of lax attitudes concerning the environ
ment, by individuals in certain industries, may now require thatwe take drastic
measures. People strive to live comfortably and prosper in their occupations, but
this does not warrant treading heavily on the environment. Environmental
awareness keeps everyone sensitive and makes them conscious of their actions
it is the very least people can do.
Purpose
The purpose of this thesis project is to demonstrate a publication that educates
and enlightens individuals, in an effort to encourage people to design, reproduce
and manufacture pieces
"environmentally."
This proposed publication addresses
the environment primarily from the standpoint of the designer, graphic artist or
printer. These, and other related fields, affect the environment inmanyways and
at varying levels.While consumers lend a hand in diminishing environmental
concerns, they too often respond only to what is available to them. By protesting
products they feel are dangerous or wasteful, consumersmay forcemanufactur
ers to change their approach in order to save valuable sales. While thismay be
effective, it is in no way efficient. Often by the time consumers react, the product
volume is enormous.
Designers, printers and publishers createmany products that are available
to the consumer. Theymust be aware of the environmental impact, and the con
trol they now have over where their industry heads in the future. They should
weigh environmental concerns against cost and effectiveness the goal being to
produce desirable products with few ill effects.
This project encourages behavioral awareness and provides information
from amultitude of sources so a practical, rather than radical, viewmay devel
op. Care is taken to present environmental issues in an economic reality. Indus
try is not anticipated to fail in order to curb environmental effects. Thewide vari
ety of sources also provides readers with areas of further study. Topics include
materials and issues relating to a broad base of graphic professions.
Benefits
Although this proposed publication is directed to those in the design, graphic
arts and printing industries, anyone with environmental concerns will find it
informative. People using services from the graphic arts or printing industries
may benefit by being aware of current environmental issues. Understanding the
technological description and danger associatedwith a product enables people
tomake consistent and intelligent choices. Information on the subject and con
cern for the environment is beneficial to all.
By including resources and further contacts, I intend to stimulate reaction
and involvement from people.My goal is to provide enough information to
encourage environmental consciousness and prompt further analysis. The pro
ject serves as a resource on environmental issues for those in the design and
printing related fields. It touches just the surface ofmany issues, leaving ade
quate referrals for further study, or for subsequent issues if this publicationwere
to become a reality. It provides a generous listing of environmental data and
publications currently available.
Motivation
I have a personal interest in our environment and any harm inflicted on it. It
frustrates me how environmentally careless people can be; I attribute this behav
ior to ignorance and laziness. It appears we have problems both on a consumer
level in terms of product choice and disposal, and on amanufacturing level in
terms ofmaterial choices and methods of production. Toomany people feel recy
cling alone is the answer. Currentlywe collectmore recyclablematerial thanwe
re-use;many collection centers have closed. People need to know the effects of
their actions on an all encompassing level.
Formany, costs dictate effort or lack of it. Profits, understandably, are neces
sary for a businesses to remain competitive, but environmental issues are equally
important in the long run. Companies need to exhibit adequate foresight. I
believe positive changes can bemadewithout jeopardizing profits. Sometimes
environmental choices costmore, but not always; buying products in bulk is
cheaper and saves packaging waste.Withmanufacturing, initial changes require
capital investment, but increased efficiencies result in profitability.
As a designer, I use recycled materials whenever possible andmake an
effort to incorporatewaste reduction in design solutions. I choose products
based on their content and packagingwith the environment inmind, rather them
convenience.While I love design and its impact on life, I oftenmarvel over the
tremendous waste it and publishing create. People should consider the purpose,
need and impact of their creations. Researchingmaterial for this thesis project
helped give me a better understanding of environmental issues and a better
appreciation for current technologies.
Procedures
This thesis project involved extensive research conducted mainly at theWallace
Memorial Library at the Rochester Institute of Technology. In addition, two per
sonal interviews and correspondencewith nine persons and/or environmental
organizations provided information. Seven other persons or groups did not
respond tomy letters, but I had adequate references frommy own research. An
effortwas made to include information as current as possible. I read several
books in their entirety and extracted important points from them. I readmany
magazine articles and made note of major informative points. Choosing succinct
information proved difficult as Iwished to include asmany viewpoints and
sources as possible.
Several environmental issues were under discussion or testing at the time of
writing so earlier facts and figures were used. Aside from purposes of compari
son, all information utlized in the project dates from 1990 to 1993. Each partwas
composed inMicrosoftWordwere it could best be checked for spelling. Given
the large portion ofworks cited, care was taken to ensure that all references had
accurate dates and page numbers. After review and corrections, the paper was
imported intoQuarkXPress for further page layout construction.
Analysis
The final piece was read bymy advisor, Eric Sanderson, and by nine other per
sons in occupations relating to the topics discussed. I included people from the
printing, paper, packaging, design, wastemanagement, and recycling industries.
Some read specific parts while others read the entire project. I also had people in
unrelated fields read it to evaluate the overall informative value.
I provided questionnaires to reviewers tomake responses as simple and
expedient as possible. I also requested information about the individuals so as to
establish credibility to their reviews. Although question responses wereminimal,
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reviewers were encouraged to elaborate and add input on an additional sheet.
The following is a list of the questions presented to reviewers.
Review
1. Do you feel the information presented in this thesis project is accurate
at the level of knowledge presented?
2. Does there appear to be a bias viewpoint that interferes with the
information?
3. Is there toomuch information being presented at once?Would you like
to seemore or less information?
4. Howmuch information was new to you a lot, some, very little?
5. Do you feel having read this will make you more environmentally
conscious in your job?
6. Do you feel this thesis project would be beneficial for people in the
design, printing and publishing fields?
Personal Information
1. Current employment status: employer, job description, years held?
2. Number of years in above field of study?
3. Education, degree, or training?
4. Organizations or group involvements outside of current job?
5. Environmental interest and activity: enormous, moderate, uninvolved,
unconcerned?
Any other experiences you feel are relevant?
A summary of the reviewer's responses appears in the Evaluation section at the
end of the thesis project. AppendixA provides a biographic sketch on each
reviewer and lists the project parts they reviewed.
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The following text is information for the project
Design, Graphic Arts, and the Environment.






In the design, printing and allied fields, paper is one of the largest consumed
commodities. Paper provides themedium formost communicationwhile also
satisfyingmany aesthetic demands. The use and application of thismaterial runs
a wide gamut from archival paper for fine art reproductions, to ordinary toilet
tissue. Suchwide use explains the enormous consumption andmanufacturing of
paper products. Paper production falls into one of four main categories: corru
gated containers, newspapers, office andwriting papers, and tissue and towel
grades. The purpose and function of a product, or the desire to achieve a particu
lar look, determine the type of paper needed.
These paper categories serve the graphic art and design fields in the form of
high quality pieces (posters, books), packaging, print media and advertisements,
writing and office papers, and sanitary applications. Regardless of the final form,
most paper manufacturers obtain cellulose fibers for paper production from
wood pulp. In some cases when a finer, longer lasting paper product is desired,
cotton fiber takes precedence.While cotton and other plants, such as hemp, rice,
and strawmay yield higher cellulose content, trees provide a more economical,
year round resource for paper production.
Economics fuel themarketing decisions for paper companies, but recent
environmental standards and
"green"
popularity pressure such decisions. Waste
paper now serves as a fiber source for new paper production rather than just
landfill destined garbage.Many new terms and technologies have emerged into
common conversation as recycling becomes commonplace.While our new
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behavior may be beneficial to the environment, a lotmore needs to be under
stood tomakewise decisions by both individuals and large corporations.
Terms
Much of the difficulty for consumers today is understanding the content, or
more specifically, the description, of the paper they buy.Manufacturers use sev
eral terms to describe a paper's recycled content; many of the definitions are
unique to each manufacturer. The following terms pertaining to recycling have
general definitions taking into account various descriptions found for eachword.
recycling any process wherebymaterials are put through themanufactur
ing process again for use in the distribution of new products or materials.
mill broke waste generated throughmanufacturing that is reclaimed at
themanufacturing sight for use in new production (may be divided into
wet and drymill broke andmay also be referred to as home or industrial
scrap).
wet broke waste or pulp lost at the head box (area of papermachine
were pulp is projected onto wire) before final sheet is formed.
dry broke waste generated bymanufacturer or converter after the
paper is formed. Waste resulting from the cutting of large rolls, sheeting,
envelope formation, etc. This materialmay also be referred to as pulp
substitutes as they can be used likewood pulpwith no additional
processing.
The term broke refers to the belief years ago that toomuch creation of
such waste would cause themill to go broke (Assmann Conservatree 4).
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pre-consumerwaste may be used to refer to any of the abovewastes;
denotingmaterials not yet not presented or sold to consumers.Materials
generated in themanufacturing process that differ from the original
materials enough that they cannot be recycled back through the same
process. For example: a printer's paper wastemay contain inks and there
fore is not a pulp substitute since de-inkingmay be necessary.
post-consumer anything that ismanufactured and sold to the con
sumer or has served its purpose and been discarded. Suchmaterials are
typically less clean than pre-consumerwaste or have exhausted their life
expectancy.
Not only are the terms and their definitions variable but theway companies use
them to describe a paper product's contentmay vary as well. It would be helpful
ifmanufacturers would providemore specific information on their products.
Whether the consumer is a shopper, designer or press operator, they need to pay
close attention to what they are purchasing and using.
When a paper manufacturer claims that their product contains a certain
percentage of recycledmaterials, the amountmay refer to total fiber content or
total paper weight. The fact thatmost papers includematerials other than cellu
lose fibers accounts for this discrepancy; therefore, a paper containing 25%
non-
fibermaterial has a remainder of 75% fiber. If 50% of this fiber material iswaste
paper then only 37.5% of the total paper content contains recycled materials
(Thompson 47).When stated without clarification, onewould assume half of the
product contains recycledmaterial; however, this is true only in respect to fiber
content and not paperweight. Current paper trends involve the large use of
fillers. This higher percentage results in a lower necessary fiber amount, regard
less of its source.Manufacturers should indicate themethod used to arrive at
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figures as well as the type of recycled materials used. Figures based on paper
weight require more fiber to achieve a specific percentage. Keep inmind, except
for its advertising, a paper containing 25 percent pre-consumer
material by con
tentmay be no different thanwhat was manufactured 20 years ago. Using
post-
consumerwaste in new paper production, rather thanmill scrap, does more to
alleviate ourwaste problems.
Waste Generated
Currently the US uses over 85 million tons of paper and paperboard each year, or
close to 700 lbs. per person (Recycling Paper 1). In 1971, we generated 4.45 billion
tons of wastewhile consuming 53.11 million tons of paper (US Office 2, 3). The
EPA estimates that of the 196million tons of municipal solid waste (MSW) gen
erated in 1990, paper waste occupied 38% inweight and 32% in volume. Clearly
re-using paper would affect our totalmunicipal solidwaste and free up landfill
space. All paper produced cannot or will not be recycled many papers are too
contaminated or are preserved in books. An effort can bemade to recycle the
greatest percentage possible. Every ton of paperwe recycle saves approximately
3.3 cubic yards of landfill space (Assmann Recycled 22).
Of the paper products existing in ourmunicipal solid waste in 1988, the
EPA found corrugated containers to be of the largest volume at 23.1 million tons.
Newspapers occupied 13.3million tons, office paper 7.3 million, and books and
magazines 5.3 million tons. Commercial printing waste created 4.1, tissue 3, and
bags a low 2.9 million tons. The remainder consisted of other less significant or
finite paper categories (Powelson 31). Of all this waste generated in 1988 we
recycled 13%, incinerated 14%, and landfilled the remaining 73% (Hurley 84). As
of 1988, 40 percent of our municipal solid waste consisted of paper and paper-
board, with amounts not anticipated to decline. Yard waste is second in volume
to paper waste at 18 percent (Darnay 117). Figures such as these establish an
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awareness of our current behavior and our need for alternatives. In addition to
generating large quantities ofwaste, our paper consumption requires the sacri
fice of large quantities of wood as a source of fiber.
Environmental Effects
Many individuals and environmental groups worry about forest destruction,
since it takes approximately 17 to 25 trees to make a ton of paper with height,
width and species of the tree all affecting the fiber yield. In reality,most trees
consumed by papermills are grown and harvested by the mill for the sole pur
pose of papermanufacturing.While these faux forests can disrupt ecosystems,
theymay pose no greater threat than housing developments.
One paper mill has received special attention from Scientific Certification
Systems Inc. (SCS), an organization evaluating products based on their environ
mental impact (discussed later). Collins Pine Company in Chester, California is
the first forest operation being evaluated and certified by SCS. Robert J. Hrubes
works on SCS's advisory board in the areas of resource economics and forestry.
He feels the 52 year old company commits itself tomaintaining the ecosystems
andwater quality of the forestwhile alsomaintaining a profitable business pro
vidingmany jobs (Little).
Today the US has 13.2 million acres of old tree growth with 8 million of
those acres protected in national parks and wilderness (Ray Environmental 125).
This country planted six new trees for each citizen in 1991, and the annual
increase in forests has exceeded logging by 37 percent per year (Ray Environ
mental 124). The total acres of trees planted in 1989 in theUS reached 3 million
(Darnay 11). The panic about logging and forest destruction in the eighties
served well; however, an abundance of tree planting does nothing to solve the
current waste problem.While it is comforting to know people can sustain virgin
pulp sources, theymust continue to think about the needs of the fined paper
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product, including its audience and longevity. How important is the piece, and
could a recycled paper grade work just as well; does it have to be that large in
size or that long of a press run? The current paper recycling rate falls between 30
and 40 percent. TheUS nearly equaled such a rate in the 1940s when people con
served resources during the secondworld war. As in the case of tree logging,
when people sense a strong dilemma they change their behavior.
RecoveryAnd Recycling
Many factors affect the amount and type of paper we recover. These factors
include, the standard of living (dictating quality of source), population concen
tration (determines ease), alternate fiber uses (fuel), social conscience, price of
wastepaper, price of competitive fiber, and legislation. This recovery is then sub
ject to other factors that influence if and how thewastepaper collected will be
used again. These secondary utilization factors include, quality or grade of
waste, technology (often in respect to contaminants present), contaminants, eco
nomics or cost, and legislation (Broeren 65). It is no wonder that despite many
efforts and intentions, very little paper actually becomes recycled and re-used.
A greater concern today lies inmarketing the paper materials we do recov
er. The US exports large amounts of waste paper because there is no demand for
it. Other countries desire this waste paper because it contains such a high virgin
paper content, and for some countries with minimal lumber, ourwaste paper
serves as a primary source of fiber. The country averages $500million annually
in exports ofwaste paper, but still has remaining collections of waste paper
(Recycling Paper 5). Collecting and recycling paper but not stimulating itsmarket
with purchases does not solve ourwaste problem. A FranklinAssociates study
for theNationalOffice Paper Recycling Project found that 250,000 tons of office
paper collected in 1992 had no use (Assmann Recycled 23).Manufacturers only
succeed by producing products consistently in demand.
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Atlantic Packaging Products Ltd. inWhithy, Ontario started a 146,000 tpy
(tons per year) de-inked pulp paper line and use 73,000 tpy of oldmagazines
and old newspapers collected from their community tomake a 100 percent recy
cled newsprint (Corbett 23). Such efforts must be initiated for us to successfully
deal with solid waste and over collection. Despite the current popularity, the
idea of recycling paper back intomanufacturing is not at all new. Formany years
mills have used in house paper waste but never publicized the matter. Years ago




In terms of virgin paper production. There are four main categories of paper:
corrugated containers and paperboard, printing andwriting papers, newsprint,
and tissue and towel. These grades are listed in order of the largestmanufac
tured volume to the smallest. In 1990 paperboard reached 42,078,000 tons in pro
duction amounting to nearly half of the overall paper produced. Printing and
writing paper reached 24,149,000 tons (Assmann Conservatree 6).
From these sources paper specialists later designatemany categories of
waste paper. The Department ofCommerce classifies fivemain waste paper
grades: 1 mixed paper, 2 old newspapers, 3 old corrugated containers,
4 pulp substitutes, 5 de-inking. Grade Four includes unprinted, semi-bleach
ed, or trim paper. Grade Five includes ledger, computer print outs, coated book
stock and bleached paper (Garcia 6). Sometimes the fourth and fifth categories
join and form a category known as high grade waste paper.
When discussing such waste paper, several acronyms are used including:
ONP (old newspapers), OCC (old corrugated containers), OMG (old magazines),
OW (office waste), CPO (computer print outs), P/W (printing and writing), PS
(pulp substitute),MP (mixed paper), and HGD (high grade de-inking).While
there are the above main categories ofwaste, technical experts identifymany
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more grades. The Paper Stock Institute (PSI), a special chapter of the Institute for
Scrap Recycling Industries Inc. (ISRI), recognizes over 50 defined grades and
over 30 specialty grades ofwaste paper (Recycling Paper 3). The ISRI recyclers
handled 62 billion pounds of paper waste in 1991 (Phoenix 6). Specifically break
ing down or targetingwaste paper makes it easier formanufacturers to incorpo
rate the paper into production systems with fewer disruptions.
This is why the process of sorting waste paper is so important, although
contaminants will ultimately determine a grade of waste paper. Sorting by hand
after collection yields the best results but is costly; therefore, pre-sorted waste is
highly sought after. Manufacturers try to recyclemost papers into the same or
lower grades, butwhen paper is mixed with a lower grade ofwaste, repeated
grade use diminishes. Large amounts of the lower gradewill decrease the
strength of the final product. Tissue and towel are typically the last paper grade
in the hierarchy as they are useless when wet (fibers degrade irreparably), and
absorption is the purpose formany such grades. On the average,mills can recy
cle cardboard six or more times, printing andwriting paper over nine times, and
newsprint around four times (Assmann Using 46).
Cardboard packaging and liner board are themost recycled fiber because 85
percent of that recycled does not require de-inking; the fiber is used again for
similar or lower paper grades (Veverka 53). Corrugated cardboard is also the
largest source of scrap paper or pre-consumer waste and mills often recycle it
into the same or very similar form. In 1992, the United States recycled 12.6 mil
lion tons ofOCC or about 59 percent of thosemanufactured (Recycling Paper 3).
When only low grademixed paper is available, it too serves as fiber formanu
facturing new corrugated containers.
Newspapers follow close behind in paper recycling although there are
fewer in production. In 1992, theUS recovered 7.1 million tons or approximately
55 percent of the newspapers printed. Again this waste often returns to us later
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in the same form or becomes fiber for tissue production. Tissue products have
contained paperwaste for a long time; over 50 percent of the tissue material cur
rentlymanufactured containswaste paper. The trend is continuing with more
and moremanufacturers recognizing not only the cost savings but the
positive
response from consumers. Mills produce approximately 5.8 million tons of
tissue
annually. In 1992, they used 3.5 million tons of scrap paper tomanufacture recy
cled tissue (Recycling Paper 6).
Office waste has the highest pulp value due to its already higher quality
and pulp content; however, these types of papers typically require more prepara
tion before pulping.Most of the paper is laser or xerographic printed and poses
a problem in ink removal for some facilities. For themost part, all of the paper
must undergo some type of de-inking and or bleaching prior to use again for
similar purposes. These processes have their own set of problems to be discussed
in subsequent parts of this project. The first concern is the decreasing and
already low number of de-inking facilities in the country.Mostmanufacturers
buy de-inked fiber from othermill sources so as to avoid buying expensive
equipment themselves.Whilemost paper can be de-inked fairly well, some
papers develop a uniquemottled or fibrous lookwhen ink or toner particles
remain. For some this is unsatisfactorywhile othersmay find it to be a unique
and added design element.
Some inks are virtually impossible to remove from the paper such as UV
(ultraviolet), fluorescent, and metallic or hologram type of inksWith this infor
mation inmind, designers and graphic artists should only choose difficult, elab
orately formulated inks for projects of extended life such as hard bound books or
limited edition high quality posters.When using such inks, thought should be
given to the amount of ink coveragewhichmay result in greater contamination
to the pre-consumer waste.
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Contaminants
Themost important factor in defining paper grades is by the contaminants pre
sent. High quality recycled paper cannot tolerate large quantities of lower paper
grades or foreign objects. The following list shows some paper contaminants and
their hinderance on a batch of recycled paper: carbon paper (black flecks), pres
sure sensitive adhesive (clogs screens), construction paper (weak, discolors),
Tyvek (plastic not paper), onion skin paper (no fiber, weak), roll cores (excess
glue), fax or EKG paper (chemically treated), wax and varnish (do not dissolve),
and wet strength paper (slow to pulp, water resistant) (Powelson 125). Conse
quently, clean office waste commands a much higher price. The fewer contami
nants present, the less work required by themanufacturer in preparing the paper
for re-pulping. Clean papers do not required de-inking and involve less exten
sivewashing, cleaning and screening. The lesswork and time necessary to pre
pare the waste paper, themore valuable it becomes.
Virgin Versus Recycled
Many additional concerns about recycled papers such as cost and performance
promptmuch of the dislike for dealingwith them. Most of the problems associ
ated with the processing andmanufacturing of recycled paper stem from its nov
elty.Manufacturers strive to use low grades or contaminatedwaste paper that
require new advanced machinery, yetmany attempt to work with their existing
equipment. People need to give technology a chance to catch upwith their goals;
if themarket is available the technologywill develop.
Costs
The lack of efficient productionmachinery causes recycled papers to cost about
10 percent more than virgin papers (Assmann Recycled 30). Increases also result
from transportation costs. The areas with high waste paper yield (such as cities)
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do not have pulping facilities nearby. In addition, few papermills have de-ink
ing capabilities. Any paper requiring this process must be transported to a
de-
inking site and then to a paper production site. These types of plants have little
popularity in community areas and therefore are distanced from them.
Problems also occur withmachinery. Pervasive contaminants cause run-
nability problems by clogging screens and collecting on felts. Stickies (adhesives
that often remain tacky) and plastics, currently found in some papers, also cause
the need for new equipment (Koffinke 113). While certain recycled papersmay
costmore ream for ream, in cases of extravagantly designed pieces, this extra
costmay be acceptable. There is a big difference between buying plain white
paper and onewith flecks or threads visible in the surface. In some cases the
earthy look or darker tone adds to the design and is worth the added cost. The
"environmental"
look holds such popularity amongmarketers that some clients
buy virgin paper and print speckles onto it. In other cases, such as mass mailing,
pricemay be the ultimate deciding factor. These cost differences are corning clos
er together; however, high quality cotton or rag content paper still costs more
than recycled or virginwood pulp paper.
Waste
Next to cost, the loudest outcry about recycled paper involves thewaste and
pollution it generates in comparison to virgin paper manufacturing. By recycling
waste paper, we can save energy and water as well as reduce municipal solid
waste. An EPA study determined that using one ton of recycled paper saves
7,000 gallons of water and requires 4,100 kwh (kilowatts per hour) less energy.
While these figuresmay not reflect absolute amounts, they do indicate signifi
cant savings on even a minimal use of recycled paper.While using recovered
papersmay save water, bothmethods of paper production still produce harmful
effluents and emissions.
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The furnish (source of fiber for pulp), de-inking process and bleaching
chemicals all affect the quality of the waste water.With a ton of recycled paper,
"water savings amount to 50 percent of the costs of processing virgin fiber
unless de-inking is required, inwhich case water savings are reduced to about 15
percent . . (Stilwell 53). It appears mills using recycled paperboard yield less
waste water than those usingmostly virgin fiber; however, this smaller amount
of wastewater from the recycledmillmay contain more BOD5s (five day bio
chemical oxygen demands) and TSSs (total suspended solids) (Miner 344). A
total suspended solid is just that, a residual element in the effluent that does not
dissolve. The BOD5material creates problems because it needs and takes oxygen
from surrounding areas in order to decompose. Placing large amounts of such
material into a stream will deny large quantities of oxygen to aquatic life. These
harmful elements result from residual inks, coatings and bleach chemicals.
Heavily coated papers create larger amounts of waste sludge.
Mills often use incineration to eliminate most of these remains, but this
results in concentrated toxins in residual ash. Building an incineration facility or
a waste-to-energy plant costs as much as $400million, whichmany communities
cannot afford (Recycling: The Economical 3). The ash from coated papers contains
clay constituents including aluminum, silica, calcium carbonate, and titanium
(Miner 348).While the ashmay be dangerous, it is a semi-solid waste that can
then be landfilled properly. This ash or sludge takes upmuch less landfill space
than the unused waste paperwould, but both have potential dangers.Many
older unlined landfills could allow such contaminants to leach into the ground.
Water pollution remains a problem for any paper mill and should be closely
monitored.Many investigations are performed onwater downstream from
paper mills; however, onemust keep inmind that paper mills are not the only
industry polluting waterways.While it is hardly arguable that harmful elements
enter our water, few agree on how harmful these substances remain once diluted
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into the waterways. Due to possible contamination, many populated areas sug
gest a limited fish intake from theirwaterways.
The EPA has conductedmany tests on bodies of water near mills and the
effects of various chemicals found in such effluent. They commonly test aquatic
life and laboratory animals for trace amounts of toxins. There ismuch discrepan
cy over the validity of the findings defined as ppt or ppq (parts per trillion or
quadrillion). The EPA rarely describes themagnitude of such a quantity when
assigning numerical values to it. One part per trillion is equivalent to one drop of
toxin in 25 million gallons ofwater with ppq notably even smaller (Ray Trashing
4). This is important to keep inmind when seeing reported figures of .013 ppq
recommended as a maximum by the EPA versus an actual 2 ppq reading from a
lake or stream. The difference in number leads one to believe that the effects are
large when in fact theremay be no significant threat to humans at either level.
Exposure tests performed on laboratory animalsmay not accurately reflect the
reactions of humans, and one must always take into consideration the frequency
of contact or intake. Thismatter remains serious regardless of varying scientific
andmedical opinions; however, we need further studies in order to draw defi
nite conclusions.
While no one desires polluted waters, fewwant to do without toilet paper
or a daily newspaper. It is important to do our best to limit and to understand
reports on contaminations. Few tests address the toxic difference between recy
cled paper effluent and virgin paper effluent. The fact that a recycled paper man
ufacturer usually produces less contaminatedwater leads one to believe its
waste cannot be anyworse than that from a virgin papermill. Plant location and
daily volume have a lot to do with thewater quality and effects on aquatic life.
The larger the body ofwater or the closer it is to a main tributary or ocean, the
smellier the threat of heavy concentration inmarine life people ingest as food.
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In addition to water, paper manufacturing affects the condition of the
air.
The EPA estimates that in addition to water and energy savings, recycled paper
keeps 60 pounds of air-polluting emissions out of the atmosphere in comparison
to virgin paper. The shorter time required to prepare recycled fibers has a lot to
do with this decrease; however, recycled materials requiring de-inking or bleach
ingwill create greater amounts of pollutants. In either case the concentration of
the effluentmay bemore harmful than the quantity emitted. Most of the air pol
lution created by a virgin mill results from thewood delignification process and
any subsequent bleaching.
The wood's cellulose fibers are surrounded and impregnatedwith lignin
causing discoloration of the pulp if not removed. The presence of lignin accounts
for a trees relatively low fiber yield, about 50 percent for bleached chemical
pulps, as compared to cotton (Sanderson). The lignin removal process, chemical
pulping, uses chemicals and heat to solubilize the lignin and separate the fibers.
Using chemicals yields a more pure cellulose, but results inmany harmful air
pollutants. Such a process also contributes to the larger amounts of contaminated
water containing residual chemicals.Mechanical pulping requires more energy
then chemical pulping but results in a higher yield pulp, near 95 percent (San
derson). Both types of pulping require bleachingwhen white paper is desired.
Bleaching then results in effluent containing residual chemicals. Both processes
of paper production have some negative effectsUsingwaste paper reduces the
demand for virgin materials and consequently decreases some of these effects.
Strength
The next concerns about recycled paper are its physical attributes including
strength (one of the more important qualities), color, brightness, and press per
formance. While some recycled papersmay not equal the strength of virgin
papers,many brands are comparable. Several factors lead to weakness in
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recycled papers including their shorter fiber length due to re-pulping. These
shorter fibers do not bond as well in subsequent pulping, but additives can
improve this. Repeated drying of the fibers in paper formationweakens the ten
sile strength of fibers and thus the overall strength of the sheet (Ellis 268). Tensile
is a physical property of paper important to its overall strength and the amount
of tension it canwithstand before breaking (Sanderson).
In some cases a recycled papermay actually be stronger than a virgin
paper
of similar basis weight. A virgin paper formed from hard wood pulp (decidu
ous) may have shorter, weaker fibers than a recycled soft wood pulp (coniferous)
paper having longer, stronger original fibers. Such a papermay retain a lot of its
strength properties after recycling.Many press operators and paper manufactur
ers feel there is little difference between the two papers, and increased knowl
edge can narrow this gap. As with virgin grades,manufacturers produce recy
cled paperswith very different physical properties.
Appearance
The most obvious difference between some recycled and virgin papers is their
color and texture.Many recycled papers have dirt spots or specks, a point or so
lower brightness level, and a higher opacity. In addition,most recycled papers
are uncoated. As with any other paper, pulp origin affects many factors includ
ing bulk, folding endurance, smoothness and print ability. Jaako Poyry Consult
ing Inc. identifies nine paper characteristics: brightness, bulk, cleanliness, folding
endurance, opacity, durability, smoothness, stiffness, and strength. They have
then rated, on a scale of 0 to 5, six grades or categories of recycled paper includ
ing, OCC, ONP, OMG, OW, PS/HGD, andMP (Sidles 28).While such charting
may be beneficial inmaking paper selections, it is not absolute.
Many people like recycled paper's increased opacity because it allows for
the use of lower basis weights.While some recycled papersmay be lower in
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brightness, somemanufacturers achieve levels of 80 percent and higher, which is
quite adequate ( brightness is discussed in Part Two). Themore subdued colors
in recycled gradesmay help to achieve specific design goals and soften the
appearance of photographs. Early recycled grades weremainly of tan and gray
tones, butmanufacturers currently produce papers in a large array of colors
including reds, blues and yellows.
Press Performance
The final evaluation of press performance createsmany different responses. For
themost part, as with any other novelty, some people welcome recycled papers
and others want no part of them.With a basic understanding of the paper being
used and some practice, a good press operator can produce quality pieces. The
main concern for a printer is the performance of the paper (regardless of its con
tent) in terms of runnability and printability. Runnability refers to the capability
of the paper to run smoothly on the press under all mechanical conditions.
Printability refers to the quality of the printed piece and such qualities as dot
gain and picking. Several paper characteristics effect one or both of these perfor
mance properties.
Roughness and higher absorbency is a strong feature of recycled grades.
These properties can cause poor ink lay and excessive dot gain. Theremay also
be some problems with linting and picking during the run; the rough texture of a
recycled paper is not unlike some virgin papers. It is important to recognize the
quality of the image being reproduced and themethod of printing. Offset lithog
raphy handles rough textures best due to the flexible blanket transferring the
image to the paper surface. Excessive texturesmay require increased ink cover
age.
The paper's higher absorbency sometimes leads tomore dot gain, but ad
justments at the camera or scanning stage can counter this. The important thing
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is to test the paper for dot gain on the press intended for the run. Bymeasuring
the dot gain, the film dot size can be adjusted to the best result. Picking and lint
ing, caused by poor fiber bonds, result in portions of the paper surface or coating
sticking to the blanket after impression. Applyingmore pressure to the rough
surfacemay control this; however itmay in turn lead to an increased dot size in
tonal areas (Anderson 23). Experience adds to success.
As on uncoated virgin papers, ink on a recycled paper havingmore absorb
ency dries or sets faster than on a coated sheet a positive feature in some cases.
Recycled papersmay still cause set-off problems because of the tendency to need
heavier ink coverage (Anderson 23). The ink and dryingmechanism used on
press have a large impact on this problem. Choosing inks thatworkwell with
the paper's qualities help to achieve the desired results.
Some printers also complain about greater registration problems and more
frequentweb breaks with recycled stocks.Misregistration can be overcome with
proper adjustments and better page position of images needing tighter registra
tion.Web breaks may occur more frequently as a result ofweaker fibers or less
directional fiber stability. Some printers have found greater success simply by
switching recycled brands (Thompson 102). Claudia Thompson has a large list of
recycled papers including percentages of content materials in her book Recycled
Papers: The Essential Guide. TheApril 1993 issue ofNPTAManagement News
also has a similar listing of recycled stocks as well as
manufacturers'
phone num
bers to call formore information.
Just as coated papers differ from uncoated on press, so do recycled papers.
Continued use of recycled stocks by press operatorsmakes themmore familiar
with the paper's behavior and how to remedy problems. Richard Anderson
charts some press symptoms and possible causes and solutions in his "Printing
On Recycled
Stock"
article in the October, 1992 issue of Print Buying. Sources are
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available to help one get accustomed toworkingwith recycled paper's perfor
mance and effects on images.
Labeling
Choosing a recycled paper remains a large problem. All of the variations in def
initions and content descriptions make it difficult to recognize a true environ
mental paper from one claiming to be so. A survey byNational Paper Trade
Association (NPTA) questioned 100members of their Solid Waste Action Net
work (SWAN). Eighty-fivemembers responded, divided almost equally among
positions in printing papers, the industrial sector, and dual merchants (Honan
Environment 18). They felt the customers have the least knowledge of environ
mental terms and issues while the supplier and sales representatives have the
most (Honan Environment 19).While it is important for those selling a product to
fully understand it, the unbalanced knowledgemay give them an unfair edge in
swaying a customer.
Forty-six percent of those surveyed felt gaining price competitiveness poses
the greatest challenge in selling environmental products. Lack of customer edu
cation is the greatest challenge for 26 percent (Honan Environment 20). Most
agree that customers still choose products environmental or otherwise, based on
price and quality. As for thoughts onwhat prompts a customer to buy an "envi
ronmentally
friendly"
product, 46% feel customers buy simply for good public
relations, and 23% feel they do so to help the environment (Honan Environment
20). All of the respondents use somemethod, be itmedia, video or seminars, to
help inform their customers about environmental issues (Honan Environment 21).
Such services benefit both parties.
In reality,manufacturers and distributors cannot provide excess environ
mental information to all of their customers. Current environmental labeling by
manufacturers and organizations helps consumers recognize a product's content
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or environmental effect. Different labels or symbols supply different
information
to the consumer about a product. Some symbols are backed by organizations
that investigate and specify a products contentwhile othersmay provide only a
generalizedmeaning.
The triple arrow recycling symbol, used repeatedly, serves as a public rela
tion tool formanufacturers andmarketers. Designed by aUniversity of Californ
ia studentGaryAnderson, in 1970, the symbol currently appears onmany differ
ent paper products (Assmann Conservatree 11). Five states have laws dictating the
use of the symbol or in claiming a paper to be recycled. Regardless of any limita
tions on its use, questions arise as towhether the symbol denotes a recyclable
product or just one madewith recycledmaterials. The American Paper Institute
recommends using the arrows alone to denote a recyclable itemwhile reversing
it out of a black circle to indicate a recycled item (Thompson 74). Withmany peo
ple stillmaking choices based on environmental involvement, it helps to have a
quick and trustedway of judging paper and other products.
Several organizations require specific standards from a manufacturer in
order to receive certification and bear their seal. Four such groups used for prod
uct labeling in theUnited States are, Scientific Certification Services (SCS), Con
servatree Information Services (CIS), Green Seal, and Environmental Choice or
EcoLogo, a Canadian based organization. Such environmental labeling exists
abroad too, with such seals as Germany's Blue Angel. These labels provide prod
uct assurance to consumers. Brief descriptions of the four common label organi
zations follow.
Scientific Certification Systems
Scientific Certification Systems (SCS), formerly Green Cross founded in 1984, is
based inOakland, California. They refer to themselves as a "multi-disciplinary
scientific
organization."
The organization works with anAdvisory Board to
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judge the environmental impact of products and companies. The volunteer
board consists of persons holding various degrees and expertise in such subjects
as chemistry, energy, agriculture, solidwaste and forestry. All of these persons
hold active positions in groups or businesses other than SCS (SCS Scientific).
Scientific Certification Systems strives to encourage private and public sec
tors to respond to environmental concerns through policy planning, product
design, management and production (SCS Scientific). The organization evaluates
products for recycled content, biodegradability, and VOC emission, and also per
forms food inspections and life cycle analysis. They have very specific guidelines
required of a product or company before it receives the SCS seal.
Rather than just show the company's logo, an earth overlapped by a large
cross, the rectangular seal identifies the specific certification and briefly describes
that certification. For example, a product certified biodegradable also says, "Breaks
down into carbon dioxides, basicminerals, and
water."
A VOC label states, "No
Smog Producing Ingredients (VOCs) Certification Standard: 1
gram/liter"
(SCS
Scientific). The recycled product label lists the percentage of waste but fails to say
if this is based on total fiberweight or content, although SCS does use measure
ments based on total paper weight.
Scientific Certification Services works with International Standards Organ
ization (ISO) andAmerican National Standards Institute (ANSI) on developing a
worldwide consensus for labeling and recycling standards. From this work they
developed a life cycle analysis program and have launched an "Environmental
Report
Card"
that has been receivingmuch review. The report card investigates
products and both virgin and recycled papers, looking at "cradle to
grave"
effects that includemanufacturing, transportation, use and disposal (SCS
Scientific).With this unique approach to consumer information and SCS perform
ing on-site investigations, audits and quarterly updates, there is a greater chance
for accurate and unbiased results. Scientific Certification Services conducts the
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initial review of an environmental claim free of charge. If the claim proves feasi
ble, the company seeking certification funds all further studies. In some cases
SCS advises a company to drop their environmental claims if they find them
unsubstantiated.
Conservatree Information Services
Conservatree Information Services (CIS) is a division of the Conservatree Paper
Company, founded in 1976. The paper company functions as awholesale distrib
utor of recycled paper, and CIS serves to educate the public on recycled papers.
They also actively encourage government regulations and EPA standards on
such subjects. They publish booklets and articles concerning paper-related envi
ronmental issues and conduct seminars across the country. Through CIS individ
uals and corporationsmay buy a GreenlineMembership. Themembership pro
vides literature on research topics, a newsletter, and free attendance at any
Conservatree Seminar. Additional articles and literature may be obtained for a
small price (Conservatree Information Services). By providing such amembership,
CIS makes it easier for companies to keep up on recycled paper issues.
In addition to these services, CIS provides a ranking system for the recycled
paper it contracts throughmanufacturers (Assmann Conservatree 11). The label
and logo consist of a large C formed by an encircling arrow. Conservatree classi
fies the paper into one of four categories with figures based on the total paper
weight. The lowest standard C3 requires at least 50 percent post-mill or pre-con
sumer waste. The C2 ranking requires at least 40% de-inked fiber, the Cj 10%
post-consumer and 50% pre-consumermaterials, and C1+ the highest ranking
requires at least 15% post-consumer and 60% pre-consumer waste (Assmann
Conservatree 12). The labeling helps one identify theminimum recycled paper
content but further investigation is necessary for specific material percentages.
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Green Seal
Denis Hayes, formerly the chair ofEarth Day 1990, foundedGreen Seal in 1990
(Thompson 86). This non-profit organization focuses on setting environmental
standards, certifying products and educating the public. Their product standards
serve "to reduce, to the extent technologically and economically feasible, the
environmental impacts associated with themanufacture, use, and disposal of
products"
(Green Seal 2). Green Seal currently has standards for products includ
ing printing and writing paper, bathroom and facial tissue, water fixtures, com
pact fluorescent lamps, re-refined engine oil, and packaging (Green Seal's). They
address additional subjects or materials withinmany of their standards. For
example, their paper standard recognizes bleaching and heavymetals (Notice 5).
Much like SCS, Green Seal not only provides manufacturers with the use of
their label, but conducts on-site tests, inspections and enforcements. Underwriter
Laboratories Inc. serves as the "primary testing and factory inspection contrac
tor"
for the organization (Green Seal 2). The Green Seal logo consists of the orga
nization's name curving around the top of a spherewith a large check swooping
across it. Any company authorized to use the logo has specific restrictions, uses
and applications for it so the purpose on the product is as clear as possible
(Green Seal 9).
Green Seal recently revised their printing andwriting paper standard
because they feel "the environmental impacts of papermanufacture will best be
reduced by separately rewarding recycled and chlorine-free
paper."
They believe
the industrywill eventuallymature and produce productswith higher recycled
content and safer bleaching (Notice 2). Until then, they do not want to set too
high of a standard and exclude papers that fall just below theirminimum con
tent standards. Buying these papers without theGreen Sealwould still "result in
environmental benefits over the purchase of entirely virgin
products."
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The percentages of recycledmaterial and post-consumer material content
standards were 60/15 and are now 50/10. Papers now receive certification for
one or the other content, or for being a paper bleached without chlorine or its
derivatives (Notice 3). This change in Green Seal's standards gives consumers a
greater selection of recycled papers and one that is easily identified. They feel,
"every time you buy something, you cast a
'vote'
for or against the Earth.What
you buy determines how many trees are cut, howmuch pollution is released into
the air and water, and how quickly our limited landfill space is exhausted (Green
Seal's)."
While the organization has only been operating for three years, Green
Seal produces impressive literature and addresses some very important environ
mental issues and products.
Environmental Choice/EcoLogo
The Environmental Choice Program (ECP) began in 1988 as a result of the
Canadian government's commitment to sustaining the environment. Environ
mental Choice Program operates under Environment Canada (similar to our
EPA) in conjunctionwith the Canadian Environmental ProtectionAct (CEPA)
(ECP Design 1). Environment Canada provides assistance to the program. In
1991, the government initiated a "Green
Plan"
to encourage partnership between
the government, industry and individuals.With this plan the government recog
nized the ECP and committed to a $12.5 million assistance over a five year peri
od (ECP Design 2).
The ECP receives most identification in theUS through the EcoLogo found
onmany recycled papers. The logo consists of three doves joining to create a
maple leaf encircled by thewords Environmental Choice Choix
Environne-
mental. The ECP also adopts five environmental principles: encourage the effi
cient management of renewable resources to ensure their availability to future
generations, encourage the protection of ecosystems and species diversity,
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encourage the propermanagement of chemicals in products, and promote the
efficient use of non-renewable resources, including fossil fuels (ECP Design 3).
Environmental Choice, like SCS, evaluates a company's product or service
against a set of specific guidelines. The ECP's recently appointedMinister of
State,MaryCollins, bears ultimate responsibility for all policies and decisions
presented by the board (ECP Design 6). TheMinister appoints a 16member advi
sory board including a chairman. These volunteers identify specific ways for a
product or service to reduce its burden on the environment, and then draw up a
set of criteria for review. These guidelines go up for 60 day public review during
which individuals maymake comments and suggestions. Nearly 100 people take
part in the guideline development from "industry experts to environmental
groups, and including representatives from government, universities, and inde
pendent technical and scientific
advisors."
Following this, the board creates final
guidelines for approval by theMinister (Environmental 1).
Companies feeling they complywith a specific product or service guideline
may apply for use of the EcoLogo. This involves filling out a form and consider
ing cost estimates for ECP testing and verification, via a plant visit (Environment
al 2). Calian Communication Systems Ltd. carries out ECP's product and service
verification and compliance. The Kanata, Ontario company has years of experi
ence withmany organizations and federal departments in quality assurance and
environmental testing (Meet 3). Prior to July 3, 1992, Canadian Standards Asso
ciation conducted such procedures (Gilchrist). The organization grants verified
companies use of the logo for a specified period of time for certain applications.
Non-profit organizations often request the use of the logo and in the past have
been directed to a printer licensed to use the logo. This often proved costly for
non-profit organizations, so ECP is currently allowing non-profit organizations
to purchase restricted EcoLogo use for specific publications or paper stocks
(EcoLogo 3). If ECP suspects or discovers non-compliancewith a product or
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company theymay suspend or terminate their EcoLogo license; however, they
prefer to work with and help the company to regain compliance if possible (ECP
Design 15).
While the EcoLogo has its strongest association with paper, there aremany
areas or products with ECP guidelines that allow for its license. Currently the
ECP has final guidelines for, toner cartridges, water and solvent-based paints,
various batteries, diapers and diaper services, dry cleaning services, energy effi
cient lamps, water-conserving products,major household appliances, dishwash
ing and laundry detergents, compost and composting systems, various construc
tionmaterials, refined motor oil, automobile fuels, and productsmade from
recycled materials including newspapers and fine papers (Update 5). The
EcoLogo requirement for fine paper is at least 50% recycledmaterial byweight
including at least 10% post-consumer fibers (Fine Paper). Use of the logo on
newsprint requires it to contain over 40% recycled paper byweight with a mini
mum of 25% recycled newspapers (Newsprint). The advisory panel and outside
individuals constantly prompt guidelines for new products. The ECP is now
working on the final guidelines for items including adhesives, bleached and
unbleached products, inks, and office and home printing equipment (Update 5).
Design And Application
From a design standpoint there needs to be greater acceptance and use of recy
cled papers because this field uses such large quantities of paper. Designers are
working to create solutions with paper consumption inmind and now have
clients requesting recycled paper stocks. Manufacturers need to keep generating
such papers and improving upon their quality and selection, in order to entice
use. Paper companies and designers do create paper sample booklets withmore
innovative design and experimentation than years ago.Many people keep them
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for their aesthetic merit alone.Many paper promotions demonstrating press
operations incorporatemeaningful subjects and texts so they too are treasured,
much as a bookwould be.
Inmore common or frequent pieces, design plays amajor role in determin
ing page size or paper quality. Paper constitutes the highest cost of a job and can
enhance a design or cheapen it. Amass mailing ad insert, Fortune 500 annual
report, and a perfect bound book on an artmovement, all warrant different treat
ment. Understanding the papers available, and concerning oneselfwith their
visual, economic and environmental impact leads to better design solutions.
Conclusion
Paper has a large impact on the environment simply because of its enormous
production and use. For this reason themanufacturing process, distribution,
function and ultimate disposal of paper cannot be overlooked. People purchas
ing paper need to better understand the product they buy and how the creation
of such a product affects the environment. The enormous volume of paper waste
people generate demands recycling.Manufacturersmust strive to create recycled
paper products having necessary aesthetics, strength and press performance. In
doing so they also need to consider and attempt to limit the ill results or by
products of such production. Peoplemust continue to buy recycled products so
as to keep themarket strong and support the industry. Environmental labeling
makes recycled paper selection easier for the consumer and keepsmanufacturers
industrious. A successful environmentally conscious business is possible, and in




Larry A. Stanley the generalmanager of Seminole Kraft Corporation in Jackson
ville, Florida, workedwith his plant to incorporate ONP in new kraft paper pro
duction. The plant machinery required onlyminor piping and controlmodifica
tions to handle the new production (Stanley 327). They excluded de-inking pro
cedures but added de-tackification chemicals to control and remove stickies. The
crew tested five to 30 percent content quantities ofONP and achieved a success
ful blend with a 20/80 mix of recycled and virgin pulp. TheONP caused aminor
problemwith its extra bulk, and a conventional calendar proved too tight for the
paper (it affected later tear tests). A size press then served as a
"soft"
calendar to
achieve the proper paper caliper. The following table shows test results for two
weights of paper manufactured (Stanley 328).















Weyerhaeuser Paper recently opened a new Paper RecyclingOperation (PRO) in
Springfield, Oregon. Three years ago they began plans for the $70million plant,
containing two paper machines. The crew of 16 recovers 450 tons of recyclable
fiber every day. They process close to the daily box output of 250 large super
markets.
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Currently, onlyOCC provide the post-consumerwaste, but the PRO plans
to add junk mail, cereal boxes and such at a later date. The furnish begins with
about 20% recycled fiber but will hopefully grow to include 40% wastepaper.
The workers view the PRO as a challenge. Crewmember Steve Chase says,"It




Brandywine PaperboardMills Inc., in Downingtown, PA, began operation in
1889. Theymanufacture low grade chip board for use as separator paper, liner
board, roof underlay, towel cores, etcetera. They ship the board to converters
mostly, but some goes directly to end-users.
They use 90 percent post-consumer materials, mostly newspaper and card
board grades, in their paperboard and do not use any de-inkingmethods. The
small surrounding community supplies about one percent of the waste paper
they use in production. They use water supplied from a lake and pond nearby in
the town andmanage to produce 45 tpd.
Post-it
Notes In Office Waste
Post-it
brand notes, a creation of the 3M corporation, entered themarket in
1979 (Stegnik 30). By their abundance, variety, and popularity today, it is awon
der people ever functioned without them. This heavy use results in Post-it notes
entering paper waste intended for recycling.With office waste representing a
large portion of our paper waste and Post-it notes being heavily used in offices,
concern focuses on the recyclability of this paper. Being an environmentally
responsible company, 3M took action to test the effect of Post-it notes in batches
of recycled paper (Stegnik 30).
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Manywaste paper brokers and recyclingmills reject any paperwith a
potential to contain stickies. A lot of times the high visibility of the yellow notes
make them suspect in any recycling problems, but they only represent about
four percent of all officewaste paper (Stegnik 31). Until recently, Post-it notes fell
into a problem category due to uncertainty about its adhesive.
First of all, the adhesive on the notes is awater-dispersible acrylic and
"does not contain rubber, waxes, or rosin
taxifiers."
Unlike other problematic
adhesives, this one "is not tackywhen it is wet and it does notmelt if
heated."
Essentially, the recycled adhesive, which represents about one percent of the
notes'
weight, disperses across the paper surface and is undetectable to the
naked eye. (Stegnik 32). The particles are not expected to recombine in the pres
ence of other chemicals and are insensitive to pH and temperature changes
(Stegnik 37).
In addition to the tolerable adhesive, the notes consist of a high quality
bond paper and do not contain pigments with heavymetals. The yellow notes
should wash clear of their color with re-pulping and the newer pastels are fully
bleachable (Stegnik 37). Cross Pointe's Miamimill conducted recycling tests
using 80,000 pounds of Post-it note trimmings supplied by 3M. The mill's
de-
inking plant handled the papers well and found no additional stress on their
production equipment (Stegnik 34). They found the flotationmethod worked
best and anticipate their mill could handle one million pounds of Post-it notes
annuallywithout having problems (Stegnik 37, 34).
Large Scale Changes
Repap, NorthAmerica's fourth largestmanufacturer of coated papers, is now
using de-inked recycled fibers in a line of paper (Supplying 34). TheWisconsin
based plant just underwent a five year expansion, costing over $2.3 billion, that
nearly triples their papermanufacturing capacity. Their one Repap Ecology
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Coated (REC) paper is a #4 grade groundwood paperwith 50% recycledmateri
als including 20% post-consumer waste. They find the quality, finish and bright
ness tomatch their existing #4 grade of paper. In response to environmental
pressures, the president of the Repap Sales Corporation Neil Falco explains,
"Our customers on the other hand, understand trees are not the issue. Solid
waste and diverting it from landfills is the issue. To help solve this, we must
increase the amount of grades containing recoveredmaterial and produce these




In addition to such changes inmaterials, other companies are working on creat
ing totally new paper materials. The German company ETTPGmbH has devel
oped an erasable, re-usable paper.When heated to 1752F, easily accomplished
with a household iron, the paper erases asmany as 50 times (Assmann Conserv
atree 3).While little published information exists on the paper's performance or
limitations, its creation shows the knowledge capacitywe have; when new prob
lems surface so do new solutions.
Recycling SavesMoney
For theHyatt Regency in Chicago and the Omni Hotel atCNN Center inAtlanta,
the simple process of collecting recyclablematerials provides savings. Respec
tively, in September of 1989 and July of 1990, theHyatt Regency and Omni Hotel
implemented recycling programs. Everymonth theHyatt collects at least 15 tons
each of cardboard, glass, and newspapers. This collection saves them a consider
able amount ofmoney in trash hauling; the Hyatt nearly halved their costs.
While both hotels needed expensive equipment to make the collection efficient, it
is quickly paying for itself in trash hauling savings (Honan 42). In addition to
retrieving recyclablematerials, the program also helps the hotels find items such
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as plates, silverware and linens that accidentally find theirway into thewaste
stream (Honan 43). Omni eveningManager TonyWoods says, "We are concern
ed about doing the right thing for the environment, and at the same time the




Cross Pointe Paper Corporationmanufactures aGenesis printing andwriting
paper in seven subtle earth tones. The acid-free paper contains 100% de-inked
recycled fiber with a rninimum of 15% post-consumer waste. Available in four
weights withmatching envelopes of seven standard sizes, Genesis bears the
Environmental Choice logo and shows itself capable of high quality printing
(Genesis). The sample publication inAppendix C is printed on this paper.
The Champion International Corporation recently launched a
Carnival
Text and Cover paper in twenty colors, eight finishes and nineweights. Eight of
the colors are very brilliant for recycled grades, and all contain 50% recycled
fiber byweight including 15% post-consumer waste. The line also includes writ
ing stock and ten standard sizes ofmatching envelopes. Such color variety gives
designers increased flexibility (Champion).
Honshu Paper Company Ltd. produces a gloss coated paper called Lotus. It
is the first of its kind to offer 80 percent post-consumer waste with a brightness
level of 85. It comes in various basis weights that each provide high opacitywith
a light paper weight (Lotus): Under close investigation, the paper has a slightly




Although corrugated containers, the largestmanufactured paper category, use
mostly unbleached kraft pulp in production,many other papers require a
bleached pulp. Most people prefer whitewriting and office papers to convey a
clean, professional look. The contrast of black toner or ink on awhite sheet
attracts a reader's attention.While such papers need not be of exceptional quali
ty and only require enough strength towithstand printing and high speed con
verting, they often require adequate brightness and whiteness. Thesemedium
grades of papermay not yield high individual profits, but they do create a large
volume demand. A lot of heavily used paper, such as that for copymachines, is
inexpensive becausemills use pulpingmethods that have a high fiber yield.
Such production processes also result in a darker sheet, with more lignin, that
requires bleaching.
Many printers prefer a brightwhite paper for four-color image reproduc
tions. Amore neutral white paper allows the ink color to show faithfully on the
page, unlike a gray newsprint. Awhiter paper allows for a greater tonal range
between highlights and shadows in a halftone image. On darker paper, films
must be adjusted for tonal compression. Any printing involving bold, precise
color appears more brilliant and accurate on a very white stock. Colored papers
influence ink color appearance dramatically. For this reason,most paper manu
facturers produce promotional brochures that show various inks printed on
many different papers.
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In addition, sanitary products such as facial tissues, hygienematerials and
even food containers often havewhite paper components.While unbleached,
brown, kraft papermay be as clean as bleached kraft, few people trust the quali
ty of brown toilet tissue. Aesthetics prompt bleachingmore than anything else.
Inmedical applications, detecting any coloration is very important; whitemate
rials make it easy to see secretions, blood, or contamination. Sometimes bleached
papers lead people to believe the product has greater value. In other words,
because real white cotton papers hold higher value and quality, a bleached low
quality paper often receives a more favorable public response. Years ago bleach
ingwas aminor concern; most paper wasmadewith cotton fibers and had suffi
cient whiteness (Reeve 1).
Papers require bleaching in order to achieve desired levels of brightness or
whiteness.Whiteness refers to a paper's ability to reflect light in the visible
region of the spectrum (400 to 700nm), in reference to a known reflection. Bright
ness refers to a reflection in the blue region of the spectrum, specifically 457
nanometers. Bleaching processes largely affect the whiteness of a paper, as in the
case of turning brown kraft paper white; however, the ultimate goal formost
mills is achieving a specific brightness value dictated by customers and end
users. In this way, onewhite paper appears superior to or brighter than another.
Formost papers, brightness values indicate measurements based on the ISO
(International Standards Organization) standard 2469 or 2570 test. These stan
dards refer to specific angle degrees and instruments ofmeasurement; TAPPI
(TechnicalAssociation of Pulp and Paper Industry) also has its own form of
brightnessmeasurement as do many other organizations (Sanderson). To avoid
confusion, brightness percentages are usually followed by the standard used for
calculation. The ISO is themost common and 80 percent brightness indicates an
acceptable or average whiteness. Typically kraft paper brightness falls around 15
to 30% ISO, while fully bleached kraftmay reach as high as 94% (Smook 163).
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The bleaching process affects pulp either by selective bleaching or
delignifi-
cation. These processesmay be best understood by explaining the composition
of wood pulp. Pulp consists of lignin, extractives (materials other than pulp and
lignin), and carbohydrates.About 70 to 75% ofwood is cellulose and 20 to 25% is
lignin. The carbohydrates are cellulose, (long chains of unbranchedmolecules)
and hemicellulose (short chains of branched molecules); cellulose and
hemicellu-
lose are inherentlywhite (Sanderson). These two molecular chains form the ele
mented paper fibers in wood. Lignin serves as a glue binding them together and
is responsible for the dark coloration.
In selective bleaching the chemicals attack the lignin and alter it. Since the
lignin remains in the pulp there is a high yield of fiberwith thismethod; how
ever, exposure to light and atmosphere eventually cause the lignin to yellow.
Newspaper is an example of such a bleachingmethod.
Chemicals that delignify remove the lignin from the pulp, resulting in a
lower fiber yield.Without lignin present pulp brightness rises dramatically and
remains permanent. The object of delignification is to remove as much lignin
from the pulp as possible without damaging the remaining cellulose.With either
bleachingmethod, desired fiber yield and fiber strengthweigh against the
paper's brightness.
There are several commonly used bleachingmethods, each effecting lignin
and cellulose differently. Prevalent bleaching elements include, chlorine (C),
chlorine dioxide (D), sodium hydroxide (E), hypochlorite (H), hydrogen perox
ide (P), oxygen (O), ozone (Z), and recently xylanase, an enzyme. In addition to
their effects on pulp, many of these bleaching agents affect the quality of air and
water. Rising environmental concerns have caused decreased use of some chemi
cals (primarily elemental-chlorine), and substitution of others (mostly chlorine
dioxide) in bleaching stages. In any case, no agent is used alone, theywork
together in a particular bleaching sequence.
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When identifying or discussing a bleaching sequence, symbols, as shown
previously, designate the chemicals or processes. A sequence such as CEDED
represents an initial stage of chlorination followed by sodium hydroxide (an
alkaline extraction stage), then chlorine dioxide, and a repeat of the last two
stages. Two elements joined in one stage appear enclosed in parentheses, in the
order of their addition.More specific representationsmay show a number fol
lowing each symbol, denoting the percentage of each bleach agent in that stage
(Smook 164).
Many bleaching stages include washing the pulp prior to entering another
stage. Pulp needs sufficientwashing following the initial bleaching stage; this
removes as much of the acidic oxidant as possible. Toomuch residual acid will
neutralize the next caustic solution and requiremore chemicals tomake pulp
alkaline for the next stage (Smook 174). This results in the repetition of such sym
bols as the alkaline extraction stage (E), which often follows and precedes acid
stages. It is important to have a uniform application of chemicals so pulp will not
deteriorate during the next acidic bleaching stage.
Chlorine (C) Cl2
Nearly all of the environmental concerns about bleaching revolve around the use
of chlorine, a very powerful and long used chemical. Chlorine reacts semi-selec-
tivelywith non-carbohydrates in pulp causing no harm to cellulose as it attacks
lignin; however, prolonged or excessive exposure to chlorinemay damage cellu
lose fibers. Chlorine's acidic strength requires that pulp be submerged in large
amounts ofwater during bleaching. Thewater dissolves the chlorine and dissi
pates the heat from the reaction (Smook 170). This need for dilution causes exces
sive waterwaste and leaves such effluent full of harmful toxins.
Chlorine's strength at lignin removalmakes it desirable for bleaching
papers needing a significant brightness increase, but not in cases requiring high
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yield, as chlorine highly delignifies pulp (Dodson 166). Chlorine is most effective
at reducing shives (clumps of fibers) and dirt from pulp (Kinstrey 112). This in
addition to its low price help spur chlorine's popularity, and such economics
make it difficult for mills tomake better environmental choices.
Chlorine Dioxide (D) C102
Chlorine dioxide ismade from sodium chlorate. Chlorine dioxide is an explo
sive, free-radical with limited solubility,making the chemical very dangerous to
transport (Rapson 79, 81).This need for on-site creationmakes chlorine dioxide
more expensive than elemental-chlorine.While it is aweaker bleaching agent
than chlorine,manymills use it in sequences and achieve brightness levels equal
to that achieved by elemental-chlorine. Mills have switched to chlorine dioxide
in the initial bleaching stage to reduce the amount of toxins, as will be discussed
later. Being less caustic than chlorine, chlorine dioxide reacts more slowlywith
cellulose and gives greater flexibility in the bleaching process while having little
effect on paper strength.
Sodium Hydroxide/Caustic Extraction (E) NaOH
This agent, with its alkaline composition, serves as the neutralizer tomany
bleaching stages and prepares pulp for the next acidic bleaching stage. Caustic
extraction often includes other elements such as oxygen and/or hypochlorite.
Such additions help increase pulp brightness as sodium hydroxide tends to
darken it. Sodium hydroxide also alleviates the need for extra oxidants in the
next bleaching stage (Sanderson). The addition of oxygenmay increase delignifi-
cation as much as 25 percent (O'Reardon 126). This necessary extraction stage,
while effective, is also economical.
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Hypochlorite (H) OC1
Hypochlorite, a salt of hypochlorous acid, is also prepared at themill by reacting
chlorine with a caustic solution (Smook 166). It prefers lignin and attacks it vig
orously, but if not easily accessible, cellulosemay be destroyed as well. Increas
ing the pH of the pulp solution, to ten or so, limits the dangerous effects of the
acid (Renard 88). Hypochlorite reaction varies with temperature, concentration,
and pH (Smook 177).While it bleaches and delignifies pulp well, it also pro
duces chloroform, a potential toxicant (O'Reardon 129). Once a very common
bleaching stage,manymills now replace the hypochlorite stage with safer
bleaching sequences.
Hydrogen Peroxide (P) H202
Hydrogen peroxide selectively bleaches lignin and provides a higher pulp yield
than non-selective chlorinated compounds. The pH balance is critical to the
effectiveness of this agent. The preferential alkalinitymakes it sensitive to cellu
losewhile offering adequate brightening (Smook 179). Peroxide costs about 75
percent more than chlorine dioxide but requires far less in quantity to achieve
effective brightening (O'Reardon 128). This bleaching agent brings benefits to a
bleaching sequencewhen used before chlorination,with chlorination or as a final
bleaching stage (Strunk 104).
Oxygen (O) 02
Oxygenworks well at delignifying pulp and helps reduce the need for chlorine
and chlorine dioxide. Depending on the bleaching stage where oxygen occurs,
ligninmay be reduced 45 to 50 percent (Smook 175). It functions in an alkaline
solution and is often usedwith other chemicals in an extraction stage. Oxygen
used first in a pre-delignification stage removes substantial amounts of lignin
and thus decreases chemical needs in a chlorination stage (McDonough 561).
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Oxygen does have the potential to damage cellulose, but an addition of
magnesium helps to protect pulp while gaining further delignification (Smook
175). The environmental safety and low price of oxygen attribute to its increased
use in bleaching sequences.Manufacturing oxygen requires one eighth of the
energy needed tomake an equal amount of chlorine (McDonough 53). AnAPI
(American Paper Institute) survey showed a 20.5 percent rise of oxygen use in
1990 (Young 64).
Ozone (Z) 03
This relatively new bleaching agent receives widespread attention today but not
total support. Its strong potential to degrade cellulose, by the possibility of
free-
radical formation,makesmanymills leery of it. Such decompositionmay be cat
alyzed by trace elements ofmetals (Colodette 107). Ozone also reaches its peak
bleaching at a dangerously low pH of 1.0 to 2.0 (Deal 111). The decomposition
problem is manageable by choosing pre and post-bleaching treatments wisely,
and by using ozone at the best stages with the proper additives (Colodette 107).
These sensitivities and the high cost of manufacturing ozonemake it very chal
lenging to use.Mills need an ozonator to separate oxygenmolecules in order to
form ozone, and 90 percent of the electricity needed to generate ozone converts
into heat (Deal 113). Despite these obstacles, ozone is the one bleaching agent
thatmakes 88 to 90 percent ISO brightness feasible without using chlorine com
pounds (Colodette 107). This results in cleaner air and water overall.
Xylanase Enzymes (Enz)
This bleaching agent is still under investigation and experimentation. Xylanase
enzymes are those that hydrolyze xylan hemicellulose (Turner 84). Early uses
required an acidic solution for effective hydrolysis, but recent developments
allow for a neutral or alkaline pH (Loutfi 176). This agent pretreats the pulp,
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making it respond better to subsequent bleaching stages. The xylanase reduces
chlorine demands and has shown safe selectivity,without affecting paper strength
(Turner 84). However, xylanase requires proper control of pH, temperature, and
duration towork effectively (Turner 85). The low cost and aid in reducing chemi
cals that harm the environmentmake this a promising bleaching agent. Such
pre-
treatment has increased brownstock kraft pulp brightness by as much as 5 to 7
points (Turner 88).
Environmental Effects
Whilemany of these bleaching agentswork well at brightening pulp,many
result in environmental harm. In some cases, steps can be taken tominimize the
effects, but aside from eliminating the substance, toxins are inevitable. Although
95 percent of the chemical reaction occurs in the first fiveminutes, pulp remains
in a bleaching stage for longer periods. This extended duration often adds cru
cial brightness points but also contaminates water further (O'Reardon 128). The
air also receives contamination from toxins or VOCs (volatile organic com
pounds) frommany substances.When released into the atmosphere, these com
pounds "photochemically combine with oxides of nitrogen (NOx), forming
ozone, which combines with soot and chemicals in the air to create
smog"
(Hilts
29).These contaminants aremeasurable, but aswith other paper mill effluent, the
imminent dangers are disputed by scientists and physicians.
In 1985, traces of dioxin (TCDD or tetrachlorodibenzodioxin) were found in
fish downstream from a papermill (Kinstrey 105). This prompted a 1988 study
by theNational Council forAir and Stream Improvement (NCASI) concluding
that bleaching operations produce TCDD and TCDF (tetrachlorodibenzofuran).
"A ten year study by the National Institute for OccupationalHealth and Safety
found conclusive links between dioxin exposure and elevated cancer rates . .
(Assmann Conservatree 14). Despite this study, the dangers of dioxin exposure
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receive debate. In a general sense, dioxin potentially affects a gene controlling
cell growth andmay suppress immunity. As to human exposure, only immediate
reactions are conclusive. It causes headaches, dizziness and skin irritation. Doc
tors and scientists argue over long term effects, because somany other factors
may be involved when conducting a study.
The principle formation of these dioxins results from the reaction of elemen
tal-chlorinewith chemicals found in defoamers and oils (Kinstrey 106). "Approx
imately one percent of the total dioxins released into the environment in the US
(about 20 oz./year) is associatedwith the paper
industry,"
but dioxins result
from nearly any combustion (Bettis 19). Elemental-chlorine presents the clearest
danger, and fewmills produce bleached pulp without the use of chlorine or chlo
rine-based compounds (Loutfi 176). Mills are currently testing ECF
(elemental-
chlorine free) and TCF (total chlorine free) methods in an effort to eliminate the
need for this bleaching agent. Some attempted bleaching sequences include
OZED, OZEP, and OZEZ (Kinstrey 105).
Conclusion
Industry analysts estimate that theUnited States has spent over $20 billion to
implement bleaching production changes, and an EPA study of 104 mills says
dioxin formation is down 75 percent (Kinstrey 107). Inmany cases, money spent
on environmental concerns does little to change our global conditions; however,
in the case of bleaching, the dangers are easily identified and easily rectified by
using different substances.We do have advanced technology towork with new
methods, but the costs are often enormous.Millsmust adjust and prepare for
future regulations and demands, and everyonemust come to realize that "many






Scott Paper Company has a kraftmill inMiranda de Ebro, Spain that followed a
(CD)(EO)D(EP)D bleaching sequence achieving 90+ ISO brightness. They decid
ed to attempt an ECF operation and aim for 88 ISO brightness. They collaborated
with Repligen Sandoz Research Corporation and Sandoz Chemicals Corporation
in July, 1991 to try xylanase enzymes in their bleaching process (Turner 83). They
pretreated the stock and sent it through a (EOP)D(EP)D bleach sequence in
which they systematically altered amounts of chlorine dioxide and hydrogen
peroxide (Andres 84).
Without pretreatment of enzymes they achieved 83 percent brightness. With
enzymes they achieved 88 percent brightness, showing the pulp's greater
response to bleaching following interaction with xylanase enzymes (Turner 86).
While these brightness levelsmay be all that is practical using this technology,
they are definitely comparable to the previous 90 percent brightness. The new
sequence shows no ill effects on pulp strength and lessens such effects to air and
water (Turner 88).
Oxygen Bleaching
Sodra Skogsagarna's Varo Brukmill produces 300,000 a.d. (air dried) tons/year
of fully and semi-bleached softwood kraft pulp. In 1986, they used a bleaching
sequence of (C95+D5)(EO)HDED and achieved 90 percent ISO brightness. They
also used a C(EO)HD sequence to achieve 70 percent ISO. The dioxin scare in
bleach plant effluent prompted them to investigate theirwaters. Crabs nearby
were found to contain increased levels of particular dioxins.
This prompted the company to alter their bleaching process over the next
five years. In 1990, the mill installed oxygen bleachingwith a sequence of
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(D30, C65+D5)(EOP)DED and have achieved 90 percent ISO (Knuttson 112). The
costs for suchmodifications totaled about $10million. Investments and changes
were made to complywith authoritymandates (Knuttson 116). The new oxygen
sequence reduced AOX discharge from 6 to 7 kg/a.d. ton to .2 to .4ug/a.d. ton
a reduction of nearly 99 percent (Knuttson 117). These plant modifications now
have Varo Bruk producing the same amount and quality of paperwithmuch
Setter by-products.
Ozone Bleaching
As stated earlier, ozone's complexity has kept its bleaching use limited. For over
a decade, Union Camp Corporation has worked on creating the first successful
ozone bleaching plant. In 1992, they started the plant in Franklin, Virginia (Nutt
115). They successfully used a standard CEDED sequencewith 90 to 92 GE
brightness (a comparable measurement to ISO) and then started an oxygen
delignification system in 1981,with a 0(DC)ED sequence (Nutt 115, 117). This
bleaching sequence worked well to curb air and water pollution, but they strove
for an ozone sequence to limit environmental concerns further. Another attrac
tion to ozone was its potential for recycling inwash systems (Nutt 118).
Union Camp did extensive research to solve the high reaction rate and non-
uniformity of ozone bleached pulp (Nutt 118). In 1987, a small 25 tpd, $6.5 mil
lion pilot plant was installed in Eastover, South Carolina. The current facility is a
900 a.d. metric tons per day plant that uses an OZED bleaching sequence and
achieves 83 to 85 GE brightness. (Nutt 120) They have found no limitations in
paper strength and have limited dioxin formation to non-detectable amounts,
despite their use of chlorine dioxide in the final stage (Eachus 122). Almost all
dioxin is produced in the first stages of bleaching. Ozone has not proven more
expensive because they developed an efficient use and have no dangerous
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effluent to dealwith (Nutt 123). Union Camp offers its ozone bleaching knowl
edge to the industry in conjunctionwith themanufacturer Sunds Defibrater
(Nutt 122).
Totally Chlorine FreeDevelopment
Researchers at the University ofGeorgia and North Carolina StateUniversity
jointly developed a bleaching technique called EnZone. This TCF sequence
involves, enzymes treatedwith oxygen, ozone, and alkaline peroxide. The pro
cess works well at deUgnifying pulp and has shown brightness levels of 85 to 90
percent ISOwith good stability.While it appears environmentally safe,more
testing is being done on the process (Singh 138).
New Unbleached Package
Apple Computer Incorporated changed its look in October 1991, from a bleached
white box to a unbleached kraft box. The switch saves themmoney and reduces
their energy consumption while using recycledmaterials. Previously, boxes were
rejected due to scuffs or dirtmarks (Aviet 1).Apple launched an educational
campaign with the change so customers could continue to identifywith their
high quality image. The switch eliminates the need for bleaching chemicals, cut
ting down on harmful effluent and emissions. The boxes contain a large amount
of recycled paper fiber and are now easier to recycle. The company also works at
recyclingmany other components of their products including polystyrene, bat




The formation of pigments for printing inks is one of the toughest environmental
challenges facing the printing industry. Unlike papers thatmay have varying
components and still achieve comparable results, pigments have intrinsic quali
ties based on their composition. Cobalt blue looks different from phthalocyanine
blue due to cobalt and copper being the primary pigments respectively. Substi
tuting an ink's components often changes the color. The question is whether inks
containing heavymetals can be created comparablywith safer ingredients. This
question follows themain argument: whatmetals and inks pose greater harm in
the first place.
Themetals under high scrutiny include those referred to as the CAMALS;
they include, cadmium, arsenic, mercury, antimony, lead, and selenium.While
the CAMALS receive themost attention, asmany as 27 other metals take criti
cism including, titanium, zinc, barium, copper, aluminum and chromium (Don-
vito 163). Some or all of thesemetal components may be harmful, but in what
specific use or dose are they harmful? This point is debated just as the issue of
toxins inwaterways.
Ink vehicles are a debated topic as well.Most ink vehicles are petroleum-
based. This non-renewable resource releases VOCs into the atmosphere. For this
reason, people push for increased use of vegetable oils and more specifically soy
bean oil. The vehicle is not an isolated issue as pigments ultimately determine
the inks environmental risk.
Cadmium, lead, copper and zinc followwith further descriptions as they
are common pigments butwith significant health risks. Some of the ink colors
created by thesemetals cannot be adequately substituted for use in printing
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applications. Continuing to use such pigments then demands proper disposal of
any inkwaste or even paper waste surface inks can leach into the ground when
placed in unlined landfills. This disposal problem prompts new ink technologies.
Cadmium
Probably the greatest concern about heavymetals focuses on cadmium. This
component is a known carcinogen investigated by scientists for decades. This sil
verymetallic element is not found in high concentrations in nature; it is
electro-
lytically refined from zinc ore (Powelson 168). Absorbed into the body through
inhalation, cadmium can lead to chronic pulmonary disorders, emphysema, and
kidney damage (Friberg 30, 77). Despite the large focus on printing inks and
artist paints, cadmium appears inmany other products. Batteries are the largest
user of cadmium (they too receive much debate) and plastics follow second
(Darnay 471). Cadmium serves as a colorant and heat stabilizer in plastic but is
slowly being replaced or removed (Erickson 153). Batteries and plastics account
for nearly three-quarters of the cadmium presently in use, however, electronics
and appliances still remain higher in use than pigments (Darnay 471).
The reason for such pressure on the printing industry lies in the known
dangers and difficult disposal of excess ink from presses, as well as any printed
pieces. Having cadmium present inwater, air and soil can lead to organisms and
plants with high concentrations of themetal, that peoplemay in turn ingest
(Friberg 18).
Cadmium forms the basis of cadmium red and cadmium yellow, both of
which are very popular even among fine art painters. These colors have bril
liance greater thanmost others and for years were the pigments of choice.
Despite the great popularity of cadmium in printing inks, substitutions of com
parable quality are possible formany applications.
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Lead
Lead is another long studied and well-known human carcinogen. It became the
focus of concern in the fifties, when small children were eating paint peelings
from walls and chewing on painted cribs and toys (Rusterholz 28). In 1978, lead
became restricted in paints applied to children's products and furniture (Environ
mental 463). Today lead continues to facemuch debate as a primary pigment in
printing inks.
Unlike cadmium, the Franklin Associates Ltd.'s analysis of lead in products
does not even list pigments as a category of lead use. Batteries again constitute
the largest percentage followed by electronics. It is assumed that pigment use
falls under the 2 percent lead content in other products (Darnay 473). Its use as a
pigment has diminished as substitute materials prove sufficient. Lead commonly
appears inwhite inks.
Copper
While very toxic to aquatic life, copper provides a very significant andmuch
needed press color (Assmann Conservatree 18). It is amajor component in phtha-
locyanine blue, a color often the standard as cyan for process color printing. It
also aids in the formation ofmany greens (Rusterholz 28). While copper does
yield negative effects in thewrong circumstances, it holds an integral part in
printing and currently has no comparable
substitutes. In other industrial sectors
copper undergoes tremendous recycling.
Zinc
Zinc also has damaging effects on aquatic life and has no comparable substitute
(Assmann Conservatree 19). It finds major use in the creation of white pigments,
much like titanium, and allows for the ability to successfully tint other colors.
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This metal, alongwith copper and aluminum, comprises themetallic printing
done onmuch packaging (Rusterholz 28).
Vehicles
Pigments dictate an ink's environmental effect, but so does the vehicle binding
the ink together. Ink consists primarily of pigments, vehicles, binders, and any
special additives. The binder keeps the pigment together while the vehicle, typi
cally oil, solvent or water, keeps bothmaterials suspended in a liquid solution.
This is an important condition for ink in printing applications. In black ink, oils
make up 70 to 80 percent of the ink content (Hilts 29).
The US uses approximately two billion pounds of printing ink each year,
withmost being solvent-based or containing petrochemicals (Assmann Conserva
tree 18). These types of vehicles are often harmful in and of themselves and
release VOCs into the atmosphere. In addition, they often require additional
chemicals to clean them off the press. The inks emitVOCs as the solvent evapo
rates drying the ink to a surface or substrate (Assmann Conservatree 19). Such
substances remain in the printing industry due to their quick drying time and
inexpensiveness.
Some inks have awater-based formula. This coupled with safe pigments
causes the least environmental harm. Another safe vehicle alternative is veg
etable oil. Soy or Soya-bean oil receives most of themedia attention, butmany
oils such as linseed, rapeseed, tall, canola, and sunflower alsowork well. Ultra
violet (UV) inks provide another alternative with no VOC emission. These inks
are 100 percent solid,meaning they have no substances in them to evaporate
when drying. They solidify permanently to a surface onlywhen exposed to UV
light. For this reason they require a clean environment, as they are also a known
skin irritant (Arthur 36). Screen printers like using them because the heavy ink
coverage dries quicklywith a smaller system. The draw back is thatUV inks
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create great problems in de-inking; therefore, the printed pieces require separa
tion from all other recyclables. Likemany other decisions, the printing process,
print quality, and longevity of the piece influence ink choice.
Vegetable Oils
Many vegetable oils work as vehicles, and each oil has unique properties. Some
oils are drying, some semi-drying, and others non-drying (Akzo 29). In respect to
printing properties, a drying or semi-drying oil helps speed or slow an ink set
ting.Most of the vegetable oils used in inks only oxidize rather than evaporate
(Akzo 29). Inmany cases, vegetable oils only serve to reduce the amount of
petroleum present in an ink, not replace it. As with papers termed
"recycled,"
one needs to thoroughly investigate the content of an ink, to be sure of a claims
actual meaning.
Despite their increased attention, vegetable oils have been present in inks
for years. Their drying properties make them a necessary ingredient for some
sheet-fed and letterpress inks. The greater issue today is one of vegetable oil
quantity and evenmore so, farming. The farming issue then brings debate about
growth methods and pesticides every alternative brings new circumstances.
Soybeans have a great following from farmers, butmany other oils work equally
well as an ink vehicle. The current attention to the soybean oils prompts environ
mental ink labeling.
The American Soybean Association provides labeling, known as a SoySeal,
to inksmeeting certain content guidelines. The use of the SoySeal on products
helps printers and consumers easily identify soybean inks. Logo use requires
specific percentages of soybean oil in the ink for various types of printing includ
ing, offset, heat-set and label. (Blessing 44).While this labeling acknowledges
only soybean oil, other oils such as linseed, tall and tung have high popularity,
use, and similar if not superior qualities.
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Tests including various vegetable oils show soybean superior for reasons of
less rub-off and brighter colors (Fuchs 437). The soybean semi-drying oil has low
odor and a light yellow cast allowing for uninhibited colors (Fuchs 439). Petro
leum often has a purplish cast to it, whereas the soybean clarity allows pigments
to show more easily through the vehicle, requiring less ink coverage for ade
quate results. Its thickness adds tack and viscosity to the ink while improving
hardness and gloss (Hilts 30).
The difficultywith using soy or other vegetable oils is their slower drying
time compared to petroleum-based vehicles. Because they do not evaporate
much, the oil disperses mostly through absorption into the paper. This causes
difficulties with coated papers as the oil remains on the surface and takes a
greater time to dry or set (Akzo 30). Aswith any other ink, the paper choice and
printing process dictate the ink adjustments needed. The soybean oil's high boil
ing point make it less advantageous inmany heat-setweb operations using coat
ed paper; however, with uncoated paper and significantly increased press
speeds, soybean oil withstands the extra heat generated during the press nm
(Blessing 45). Petroleum-based inks often blister under such high heat condi
tions.With proper adjustments, press performance often remains soundwith
soybean inks, and this coupled with environmental benefits creates appeal for
this choice of ink.
The often higher price for soybean ink draws criticism, but needs closer
examination. First of all, soybeans are an easily replenished resource sustainable
byAmerican farmers. Thismay savemoney from foreign shipments of petrole
um and provide excess petroleum formore needed areas of use. In addition, the
limited ink coverage necessarywith soybean oil means longer press runs, while
using the same amount of ink (Hilts 31). Soy inks also come up to color faster on
press. Lastly, the higher costsmay bemore pigment driven than anything else. In
many cases, colored inks contain large portions of pigments and binders; thus,
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the oilmay only appear in small quantities. Regardless of the slight price increase,
typically 10 to 25 percent in respect to print yield, soy inksmay be worth using
for the reducedVOCs and high quality performance.
Environmental Effects
Most of the metals previously discussed prove necessary for specific color
for-
ovulation.Many printers feel very strongly about the inclusion ofmetals in inks,
in order to achieve optimum color reproduction.Many feel bannings and danger
complaints are exaggerated. For themost part, people will accept regulations
and ehminations that have adequate research behind them. The industry needs
to look at ways to further protect the environment from harmfulmetals used in
inks whilewatching for, "any regulation that creates an unfair economic burden




Some inks pose obvious danger to the environment such as fluorescent and
metallic inks that contain large amounts of heavymetals (Assmann Conservatree
19). Fluorescent inks are nearly all pigment so vehicle selection is incidental
(Hilts 29). Spot colors created through the PantoneMatching
System
(PMS)
show greater concern than process colors. Many PMS colors contain large per
centages of copper and barium; asmany as 40 contain substantial amounts of
one or bothmetals (Brady 19). In 1988, 3.8million pounds of lead and 22,000
pounds of cadmiumwere used for ink formulation (Assmann Conservatree 18).
While these figures represent a small percentage of the total amount ofmetals
consumed, it does show the sacrifice necessary in this industry to eliminate these
metals. Their usewould be less threatening ifwe properlymonitored waste.
As specificmetals continue to be used, proper disposal is important. Land
fills and incinerators handle a large portion of all printmedia generated. Some
landfills pose the danger of chemical substances leaching into groundwater.
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Therefore, all such waste should be treated as toxic and secured properly, but
this only alleviates part of the problem.Much of the inkwaste occurs on the
press itself during clean up. Themetals interactwith water and solvents on the
press and with paper and other substrates in the final product. The type of vehi
cle used can help reduce an ink's environmental impact, but evenwater-based
inks producewaste with possible harmful elements. In the end, the metal pig
ment remains and requires proper disposal. Residualmetal inwaste liquidsmay
end up in sewers or streams. In sewers the heavymetals tend to alter the natural
bacteria necessary for sewage treatment (Rusterholz 32).
This excess waterwaste and the desire to have greater control on press
through fewer variables, led to themethod of dryography or water-less lithogra
phy. The lack of fountain solution cuts out additional chemicals and gets the
press up to color faster (Petersen 33). Oncemastered, this process is capable of
producing sensational color halftones thatmany argue to be superior to conven
tional lithography. This newmethod has created new variables for printers but
shows yet another alternative to limitingwaste.
Pigments remain the large culprit, but the problem with heavymetals is
determining their presence and harmful effects in printing inks. Somemetals
have different effects as a total solid or as soluble. Inmany cases the pH of a
metal alters its solubility (Rusterholz 36). As with any substance, impurities are
possible, and this makes it difficult to provide concrete statements about a pig
ment or ink. There aremany standard ink tests employed bymanufacturers
using various techniques and equipment. The problem is with equipment's indi
vidual limitations and sensitivities to particular elements. The accuracy of lab
findings falls below that achievedwithwaste and soil analysis (Donvito 169).
Many factors consequently undermine an inkmanufacturer's ability to guaran
tee their product, even if they presume it is
"safer"
environmentally. "Guaran
tees are based on data, and reliable data is based on available
technologies"
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(Rusterholz 77). Wemustmakemore advancements in this area. Given these dis
crepancies, onemust investigate proposed data carefully and select inks based
on their overall benefits.
As with paper selection, the purpose and longevity of a finished piece influ
ence production decisions, and ink selection is amajor choice. Even the plastics
industrymust keep heavymetals inmind when choosing colorants. In 1990,
there was a surge of pearlescent colors becausemanufacturers found them safer
to process than metallic powders (Lodge 57). The push to be safer helps us create
new applications and technologies.
Recycling ink and de-inkingwaste paper are additional possibilities to
investigate. Can certain inks be recycled successfully for re-use, and can printing
ink be easily removed from the paper stock? Themethod of recycling ink poses
greater difficulties for sheet-fed types of ink that drymore rapidly and skin over
in cans when exposed to air. Recyclingwith this type of material can result in
chunks of ink thatmay cause hickeys on blankets during press runs (Petersen
31). Despite these difficulties, recycling holds success as a later case study shows.
Conclusion
The necessary final product determines what pigmentsmust be used, but cus
tomers, designers and printersmust question such necessities.Most printed
pieces have a very limited lifespan. Ink formulations require attention, but dis
posal or recycling is the ultimate concern. The inkmakeup, paper stock and
de-
inkingmethod all determine the ability to de-ink a recycled paper. The topic of
de-inking follows in Part Four, but the two areas reallymustwork together to
ensure feasibility In this day of recyclingwe should formulate safe inks that we
know remove easily from papersmost likely to be recycled. The inkmanufactur
ers shouldwork to create a high quality product, testing itwith de-inking
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facilities to evaluate its removability. Such new technology heads in the right
direction and offers the possibility of a newmarket.
Case Studies
Vegetable Ink
Sevim Z. Erhan andM. O. Bagby conducted an experiment to produce a vege
table oil-based ink not requiring any petroleum components. They used amodi
fied soybean oil to create nearly 150 paste news inks; they also tested cottonseed,
canola, safflower and sunflower oils (Bagby 409, 410). Theymeasured inks for
viscosity, color, dispersion, tack, water tolerance, and rub-off (Bagby 412).
They found less pigment is neededwith vegetable oils resulting in savings,
and the viscosity and tack are easily adjusted for various printing applications or
processes (Bagby 409, 419). The ink's physical properties meet or exceed the
industry standards for lithography and letterpress newsprint applications (Bag
by 409). The CMYK process colors work well while other ink colorsmay be
enhanced with up to five percent of a thickening agent or optical brighter (Bagby
423). Overall the
researchers'
study shows the comparable results possiblewith
the use of a 100 percent vegetable oil vehicle.
Low VOC Ink
Printcraft began as a test cite for lowVOC ink in June of 1989. The firm currently
uses an ink yielding four percentVOCs and containing corn, soybean and a bit
of canola oil. They overcame initial common problems of drying time and poor
gloss. Productionmanager JeffGray says, "... today our
low-VOC inks set as
fast as petroleum-based systems, and we use the ink on 90 percent of ourwork,
from hang tags to annual
reports"
(Petersen 32). They now notice better ink
transfer efficiency than with largely petroleum-based inks, and the inks wash up
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quicker from the press. They began using sub-alcohol solutions and achieved
sharper halftone dots withmore inkmileage. As a result of these and other per
sonal experiments, the company produces high quality results. They say the
switch to operatingwith low VOC materials costs them very little and has given
an excellent return (Petersen 33).
Recycled Ink
Current Incorporated, a large sheet-fed printer, recycles all four of its process col
ors back into the original colors. Being a sheet-fed printermakes this taskmore
difficult, but Current Inc. has a concern for the environment and a desire to
lower their ink disposal costs. They began the effort in 1990, to deal with the
5,000 pounds of process and Pantone ink they use everymonth. Their large vol
ume and size enabled them to afford the high initial investment in equipment
(Petersen 31). They now recycle waste ink everymonth from one two-color, three
four-color and one six-color press. Thewaste ink is stored in bins and recycling
procedures beginwhen they collect 50 to 100 pounds of ink. The process
involves extensive analysis and quality control. Rudi Hammer, head of the ink
lab, says the press operators "have no problems running recycled or virgin inks,






Mill broke and paper converting scraps, known as pulp substitutes, provide the
best pulp for recycling, but these are not the only usable wastes.Most printed
paper waste has recycling potential. The type of paper and ink used determines
how easily the paper can be de-inked and prepared for re-use. Sometimes, the
physical condition of the paper is so poor thatmills find more profit in landfill-
ing than attempting to de-ink and recycle paper waste. De-inking processes
began in the early 1900s. Two American mills began using this process around
that time. Dr. Thomas Jasperson developed one of the first de-inkingmethods
and received aUnited States patent for it (Thompson 33).
Today paper chosen for de-inking undergoes either washing, flotation, dis
persion, or a combination of thesemethods. Regardless of the de-inkingmethod,
allmills pulp the paper to loosen ink from the fibers and heat it to help swell the
fibers. The enlarged fibers allow ink to crack or fall off, and rubbing the fibers
against one another causes further ink removal (Thompson 49). In addition to
the three primary de-inkingmethods ofwashing, flotation, and dispersion,
plants use centrifugal systems to collect dirt particles with densities different
them pulp. Currently, eightmills in theUnited States use full de-inkingmethods.
Claudia Thompson lists seven suchmills in her book, Recycled Papers: The Essen
tial Guide (page 55). The newestmill, discussed later in a case study, opened after
she published her book. Her chart shows the papermanufacturer, mill location,
date of origin, pulp capacity, production capacity, and the recycled paper prod
ucts produced by themill.
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Washing
Washing is the simplestmethod for ink removal and works best for small parti
cles. Essentially paper is re-pulped and mixed with freshwater to wash ink par
ticles and other contaminants from the surface. Sometimes there is "ink removal
in a series of three dilution and thickening stages where clean water is used for
last stage dilution and the drainagewater is passed counter-currently and used
formakeup in the precedingwashing
step"
(Silverman 28).Washing works by
adding chemicals tomake ink hydrophilic, or attracted towater this de-inking
method works better when ink formulations are water-based (Thompson 51).
Adding various chemicals to thewashing solution can aid in ink removal.
Flotation
Flotation involves aerating the pulp, resulting in bubbles that are capable of car
rying ink residue to the surface where it is later skimmed (Sidles 25). It removes
larger particles by chemically modifying the ink, making it hydrophobic (repel
water). The ink particles attach to the bubbles and rise to thewater surface
(Thompson 51). The chemicals that help remove ink in thismethod are either
fatty acid soaps or synthetic collectors (Silverman 28). This process works alone
butmay precede and or follow thewashingmethod. In either de-inking method,
screening helps collect any loose dirt particles and other large foreign objects.
Dispersion
The dispersionmethod kneads the pulp, creating very small ink particles that
distribute evenly and appear less visible to the naked eye (Sidles 25). Obviously,
thismethodworks bestwith paper waste containing small amounts of ink.
Dispersion also appears less conspicuous in darker stocks having an overall rus
tic or environmental feel. This type of de-inking requires considerable energy,
making it expensive in comparision to other methods, but it can be combined in
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one stagewith bleaching, due to the high temperatures it withstands (Thompson
53). Asmentioned, these de-inkingmethods sometimes include chemicals to
enhance ink removal. Caustic solutionswork at de-fibering, sodium silicate
serves as a stabilizer, and hydrogen peroxide facilitates ink degradationwhile
also lightly bleaching the pulp (Miner 345).
As discussed previously in Part Three,many inks and special printing
methods prove problematic for de-inking facilities. High quality inks with dyes
added for greater intensity "have an affinity for the fiber, and they stain the
fiber."
These inks cause tinted pulp results and extreme difficulty for de-inking.
Copier and laser toners cause problems as well because they bake into the paper
surface (Silverman 30). They cause morework to de-ink than conventional offset
inks, but recent de-inking technologymakes them a more welcome waste paper
at facilities. This hurdlemeans a lot to recycling, because we generate somuch
office waste of this type.
One hundred percent coated papers make ink removal easier than do
uncoated papers. This is because ink tends to he on the surface of the coating
rather than imbed into paper fibers. This allows for quick ink removal and
makes 70 to 80 percent brightness possible after de-inking and bleaching (Dean
168). The clay inmagazine coatings (actually the calcium in the clay) stabilizes
bubbles in the de-inking flotationmethod. It also helps preserve long paper
fibers and thus strength by requiring less work to remove ink (Corbett 21).Many
books and mostmagazines use coated paper, and this paper category accounted
for 5.3 million tons of our solid waste in 1988 (Darnay 129).
Ultraviolet inks create a de-inking problem as well, due to their different
composition from other inks. They are semi-solids that solidify under UV light
and fuse to the substrate surface. The UV coatings or varnishes often used on
magazines cause problems too. These plastic varnish particles do not float to the
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surface in flotation systems, but are collected in centrifugal cleaning systems.
The varnishes require excess time to filter from thewastewater (Silverman 30).
Water-based flexographic inks also create difficulties in the flotation
method (Blec_rtschmidt 24). Originally the pigment particles remained in the slur
ry rather than rising. This resulted in a less bright paper. Mills find greater suc
cesswith these inks by introducing other chemical components into the de-ink
ing chemistry (Silverman 30).
Most of the time, difficulty or ease of de-inking waste paper relates to the
equipment available to the mill.Manymills do notwant to and cannot invest
heavily in de-inking equipment costing asmuch as several million dollars (Sil
verman 34). Unlike bleaching, de-inking is easy to avoid by choosing specific
pre-consumerwastes. This iswhymany papers include recycled materials, but
very little post-consumer fiber.Most paper mills purchase de-inked pulp from
the few facilities in the country processing it.While this situation helps keep the
current de-inking companies in business, the low number of facilities limits our
annual de-inking capacity.
Environmental Effects
De-inking harms the environment through the waste water and sludge it creates.
Thewaste water from de-inking plants or facilities has varying toxicity based on
the chemicals used in the process and on the inks being removed from the pulp.
The de-inking effluents highmetal concentrations are due to the heavymetal
pigments used in printing inks (Carroll 123). The effort to limit heavymetals in
inks makes de-inkingwaste water more manageable.Wastewater can be treated
in the plant, like sewage, and be fit for a stream or more often re-use in themill
(Silverman 36).
The facilities also have left over amounts of dangerous sludge from contam
inants and coatings. It creates the largest amount ofwaste to dealwith. Sludge
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frommagazines may include fiber, ink, clay, and titanium dioxide (Carroll 122).
The amount of sludge created directly relates to the grade ofwaste paper
de-
inked at a plant (Carroll 121). Somemills filter and burn sludge, using it as a fuel
to run boilers (Silverman 36). They burn the sludge and landfill the residual ash,
which is amuch smaller quantity ofwaste. In any case, solid waste is a factor of
de-inking thatmills should not treat lightly andmerely
"dump"
into landfills.
Burning sludge from de-inking plants does cause toxic air emissions (Car
roll 123). In addition,many of the chemicals used in de-inking also create emis
sions. Due to such large quantities of harmful elements, de-inking plants must
obtain permits to release specific amounts of effluent and emissions from their
plant (Carroll 124). This situation is very similar to thatwhich paper mills face,
as was discussed in Part One.
Conclusion
De-inking could be simpler and use less abrasive chemicals if inkmanufacturers
would work with paper recyclers and de-inking plants to develop inks that per
form well and remove easily. Paper companiesmust work to accommodate recy
clingmethods, but "since ink companies traditionally work in small batches, it is
easier to adjust the
ink"
(Silverman 34). Companies need to address the de-ink
ing issue; using post-consumer waste depends on it. The James River Corpora
tionmanufacturers both ink and paper, and a few years ago began extensive
communication between their two departments. The paper department receives
ink samples for de-inking tests prior to launching new ink products (Silverman
36). Hopefully such advances in communication will reduce future expenses and
difficulties of de-inking.Withmoremills equipped to de-ink on-site,we could




Cross Pointe Paper Corporation has used de-inked fiber in theirMiamiMill in
West Carrollton, Ohio, since 1915. They recently started another de-inking facili
ty at their FlambeauMill, in Park Falls,Wisconsin. This newmill plans to handle
100 tons of paper per day. Because Cross Pointe has de-inking capabilities on-site
at their mills, they currently include at least 15 percent of post-consumerwaste
in all of their recycled paper grades. The post-consumer waste they use includes
mainly officewaste of varying kind. On-site de-inking allows them to closely
monitor the types of waste included in their papers. All of the Cross Pointe
paper lines are "acid-free, and include business and writing, commercial print




De-inking and bleaching often add brightness to papers, but are not always
necessary.Mohawk Paper Mills Incorporated produces aMohawk 50/10, coated,
recycled paperwith considerable brightness. Thewhite stock contains 10 percent
non-de-inked post-consumerwaste, and the rest includes pre-consumer and vir
gin fibers. The stock is acid-free, comes in six weights and bears the Environ
mental Choice label (Mohawk).
Domtar Specialty Fine Papersmanufactures a 100 percent non-de-inked
recycled paper called Sandpiper. All of the fiber is post-consumer and results in
a paper with a very natural appearance. The vellum finish provides good print
quality, and comes in nine colors. Domtar produceswriting, text and cover
grades of this Sandpiper stock, and all bear the Environmental Choice label
(Sandpiper).
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Despite all the processes and chemicals recycled paper must undergo, high
quality results are possible. The Fox River papermanufacturer makes a rag bond
paper containing 100 percent de-inked fibers. This 25% rag content paper
achieves 89 brightness and contains 15% post-consumer waste (Kinsella 29).
Although there are few guidelines being employed for recycled contents in rag
paper, mills explore this technology.
Ink and Paper's Role in De-inking Success
Three colleagues at the DresdenUniversity of Technology, in Germany, perform
ed an experiment testing various papers and offset printing inks. Printed sam
ples were de-inked using the flotationmethod and then tested for the degree of
ink removal (Blechschmidt 24). They used a wood-containing offset paper, a
wood-free paper (surface sized), and an art paper, and printed the papers on a
Romayor sheet-fed offset press. They used Uniset brand inks in the four printing
process colors (Blechschmidt 25).
They concluded that, "the printing ink of coated or surface sized papers
could be removed and dispersed to a greater extent, as the finishing agents pre
vented or impeded the penetration of the printing ink into the fiber
cavities."
The surface sized paper had as high as 88% ink removal, while the art paper had
83% and thewood paper amere 66% removal (Blechschmidt 27). Consequently,
paper greatly influences de-inking success, although inks do also; some inks con





"Reducing or eUminating solid waste through product design represents the first
strategy in facing the landfill crisis. It requires amultifaceted approach from
industry and will have to be spurred on by consumer
interest"
(Powelson 20).
This statement recognizes the impact of packaging and realizes that it takes more
than identifying the problem to solve it. A 1990, EPA study identified packaging
and containers as occupying nearly 30 percent of the volume inmunicipal solid
waste (Darnay 105). With packaging creating somuch potential waste, it is
important to investigate the purposes,materials and designmethods surround
ing this industry.
First of all, despitewhatmany believe, there is a purpose and need formost
packaging. "Because packagingmaterials and techniques are continually being
improved, 100% efficiency is never likely to be possible and, no doubt, at any
given time, about 25 to 30% of all packaging could be
improved"
(Paine 16).
Packaging servesmany functions; fivemain purposes follow.
First and probablymost basic, is sanitation. Aside from fruits and vegeta
bles having
"natural"
packaging, few people want to buy loaves of bread or
slabs of cheese just lying out on a grocery store shelf. Even if the product goes
bad in a number of days, people want it clean when they buy it. Sanitation is a
bigger issue today, because distribution involves products interactingwithmany
places and persons before arriving in the
end-users'
hands.
Second, products need adequate protection. Not only does packaging keep
parts of the item together, but it also keeps them secure from breakage.Much of
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this protectionmay simply be in keeping the product dry or wet. In other cases it
serves as a structure against shock, vibration and compression (Stilwell 40). Eggs
and light bulbs need protection from the slightest forcewhile cereals must be
protected from being crushed, and boxesmust bear theweight of one another
when stacked.Material selection greatly influences the success of this packaging
function. Sometimes packaging protects one product from harming or coming
into contactwith another, such aswith soaps, and it also deters product tamper
ing (Stilwell 41). This is why sometimeswhat seems unnecessary or "over pack
aged"
may in fact be needed to reduce overall consumer costs accrued through
damage and product recall (Stilwell 40). Packaging also protects very small prod
ucts from theft and keeps potentially harmful items inaccessible to children
(Selke 78).
Amore recent and often overlooked packaging function is preservation.
Today's packaging allows us to buy breads only once a week and makes prod
ucts available to people far away from themanufacturing site. Chemical addi
tives in food products aid in preservation also, but such substances receive criti
cal review from health zealots. In an effort to keep products more natural and
long lasting, scientists developed aseptic packaging; it provides enormous
preservation benefits and some environmental troubles, both of which undergo
discussion later. The preservation purpose of packaging probably involves the
largest oibrunation of efforts, and demands thatmaterial behavior be thoroughly
understood.
Informationmakes a fourth demand on packaging. Howwould someone
know the difference between cakemixes or cosmetics, without information
printed on the packaging?Many products, such as food and toys, need descrip
tions or content information.Withmany stores reducing payroll to savemoney,
the products must saywhat a salespersonmight (Eyring 24). Unfortunately, this
effort sometimes proves redundant. Law requires some products, such asmany
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pharmaceuticals, to have a copy of all information inside the container, because
consumers typically throw away the package after buying a product (Mosberg).
Modern scanners makeUPC codes necessary on products, and new
legislation
such as theNutrition Labeling Education Act of 1990 requires further product
information.
Lastly, packaging provides convenience.We have endless varieties of sin
gle-use or single-serving packaging and microwave ready food products. People
showmore concern about the environment today, but consumers ask for conve
nience products andmanufacturers provide them.Many packages have "easy
opening, dispensing and/or after
use"
(Paine 5). Some people do not have time
for less convenient but better environmental products. Often times single-serv
ing food items end up saving foodwaste. Small size travel or sample products
entice consumers and do help companies acquire new customers. The function
of convenience,while the least critical aspect of the product, is now probably the
hardest thing for consumers to livewithout. Bulk items still attract individuals
with their low prices and nonrestrictive amounts, but there are always people
willing to pay extra in order to save time and effort.
After recognizing the needs for packaging, material analysis helps find the
packagemost suitable for a particular product. Packaging scientists work to pro
duce packaging that is stronger in its function and lasts as long as needed in its
application. Cost also creates an initial concern for companies, the key being to
make the best packaging possible with the least amount ofmoney and materials.
More recently the environmental impact of the package has become a primary
concern as well. Packaging designers now try to reduce materials to save waste,
as well as money, while addressing the potential dangers of differentmaterials.
Althoughmanymaterials have packaging potential, the following groups
represent themost common: paper, glass, steel & aluminum, and plastic. Each of
thesematerials has positive and negative attributes and works better for some
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products than for others. Thematerial's attributes and the primary need of the
packaging should beweighed against cost and environmental impact. An analy
sis follows of the previously listed materials in order of themost to least widely
used in the packaging industry.
Materials
Paper
Paper accounts for about 48 percent of all packagingmaterial used (Stilwell 47).
The fourmain groups of paper packaging include corrugated and solid fiber
boxes, folding and set-up cartons, bags and sacks, and miscellaneous types
including drums (Stilwell 50). As discussed in the Part One on paper, corrugated
containers represent the largest volume paper product; however, packaging uses
em enormous variety of papers derived from many sources.
People may concern themselves with tree use in papermanufacturing, but
many other sustainable sources provide pulp fibers including, cotton, banana
leaves, sugar cane, hemp, and rice. Paper packagingmaterial has great flexibility
this way. The choice of a pulp source depends on the aesthetic quality as well as
the strength, physical, optical, chemical, and barrier properties of the pulp.
For packaging, the strength of a paper is oftenmost important. Paper
undergoes tests for properties such as, "... tensile strength (the force required to
break a specified strip of material of known dimensions), stretch at the breaking
load (ameasure of the ability of thewrapper to absorb energy), initial tearing
resistance (the force required to continue a tearmade from a clean cut in the edge
of a specimen), puncture resistance (more commonly applied to the heavier
materials) and bursting strength . . (Paine 49). The source of fiber andmanu
facturingmethod determine the paper's performance in these tests.
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Many other qualities of paper bear importance in packaging. Barrier prop
erties in paper benefit many products by keeping outwater and grease or keep
ing inmoisture. The pH of packaging paper is also important for some products,
and adding acid or alkaline components often adjusts this problem. Optical and
physical properties of the packaging such as thickness, weight, color, opacity and
gloss are also easy to adjust to the needs of the product in question.Manufac
turers decidewhat qualities they need and choose paper grades accordingly.
Paper for packagingmay be kraft, stretchable, wet-strength, oil and grease-resis
tant, grease proof, vegetable parchment, glassine, tissue or coated (Paine 52-57).
This versatilitymakes paper so popular as a packagingmaterial.
Paper's othermerits include its rigidity in box formations and its ability to
combine easilywith other materials (Stilwell 6). This rigid strength does have
limitations. Paper rapidly biodegrades when exposed to extreme elements of air
and water; however, this exposure rarely occurs at such intensity. Paper is a very
adaptable packagingmaterial, but it requires elaborate and sometimes costly
manufacturing for a particular result. Consistency inmanufacturing thematerial
requires involvedmachinery and careful growth of pulp resources, and growth
rate has minimal enhancing opportunities.
Glass
Glass represents about 25 percent of our packaging (Stilwell 55). Glassworks
well as a food container due to its inert and odorless quality. Spaghetti sauces do
not stain glass and acidic fruits cannot deteriorate it theway they can steel.
Although glass originated centuries ago, it coincides well with current technolo
gies such as microwave ovens (unlikemetal). The fact that it is an impermeable
and pure substance, makes it suitable for storing chemicals and other volatile
substances. Glass containers, when combined with metal lids, make excellent re-
sealable packages.
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Aesthetically, glass provides a feeling of purity.While it can be produced
with color and opacity, the primary formulation of glass results in a clear, trans
parentmaterial. This makes product evaluation possiblewithout opening the
package and expensive photos of the product unnecessary.
The rigidity, and strength of glass havemerits that include the use on high
speed production lines. The strength of glass, variable by its thickness, allows for
refilling and re-use. The surface condition of the glass determines its ultimate
strength; small fissures or cracks in glassweaken it and make it prone to break
age. For this reason,manymanufacturers coat glass bottles with wax or silicone
to help itwithstand rubbing and scraping (Stilwell 59).
Glass also evokes a bit of elegance. It forms into awide variety of shapes,
sizes, and colors. It shines when illuminated and if intricately cut, it sparkles.
Clear glass allows the color of the product to show purely,while colored glass
casts a subtle to dramatic shade onto the product. Typically, more expensive
items have glass packaging for assurance of quality and higher aesthetics.Wines
would lookmundane and taste inferior in anything else.
Despite all of thesewonderful qualities, glass has drawbacks. Most of its
strength stems from its weight, and this proves costly to transport and distribute.
It also takes high quality machinery or very strong people to load and unload it
from trucks and cartons. In addition, this very strong substance breaks easily if
banged against sharp objects or dropped. A glass jugmay hold a gallon of juice
easily and withstand shock vibration, but break from a six inch drop on its side.
Recently, glass containers have been lightweighted, or thinned, to reducemateri
al usage and weight. This saves a lot on transportation costs butmakes glass
more susceptible to breakage.
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Steel &Aluminum
These twomaterials fall under one category as both appear in similar packaging
and have similar physical qualities. Most food cans aremade from steel. Steel
has wide use in food cans because it is inexpensive and provides greater strength
for transporting products. Aluminum finds usemostly for beverage containers.
Ninety-seven percent of beverage cans are aluminum; this material takes a large
market away from glass (Stilwell 70). Aluminum weighs less than glass and fills
quicker because tops can be added later.
Steel costs less than other packagingmaterials and provides durability. It
fabricates and decorates easily, and allows for hermetic sealing of products
(Paine 6). It also withstands pressure for use in aerosols and gives foods an
extended shelf life. Negatively, steel provides no visual assessment of a product
and although itmay not break, it often gets dented. In addition, steel causes fla
vor effects with some foods and beverages and causes color changes to some
acidic foods, such as cherries (Stilwell 79). For this reasonmanufacturers often
coat food cans with aluminum or tin.
Although aluminum isweaker than steel, it works well for beverage con
tainers. These products often have additional protection in vendingmachines or
refrigerators, and are consumed soon after being bought. Aluminum also deco
rates easily and has a very reflective surface. This superior appearance to steel
makes it popular in products such as lawn furniture. Aluminum provides rigid
packaging at a very light weight; it weighs about one-third less than steel (Recy
clingNonferrous 6). It also combines with paper and or plastic to form laminates
and composite packaging (Paine 7). Aluminum does crushmore easily than steel
but provides good strength for its cost. It too requires a vinyl or other coating to
work well with acidic foods and provides no view of the product either. Despite
this, eduminum finds a large nichewith beverage cans and works incrediblywell
in this packaging form.
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Plastics
This material originated one hundred years ago as bakelite in its first big produc
tion (Recycling Plastic 1). Plastic enjoyed great popularity in the eighties and
remains a prominent packagingmaterial today. Plastic becomes either a compo
nent of a product or the package to contain or cover a product. In 1988, we pro
duced 54.5 billion pounds of plastic,with 25 percent of that used for packaging
(Stilwell 60). There are as few as twenty different plastic resins fromwhich plas
ticmaterials originate. Of all the plastic produced, only six types dominate the
packaging industry: low-density polyethylene (LDPE), high-density polyethyl
ene (HDPE), polyethylene terephthalate (PET or PETE), polystyrene (PS), poly
propylene (PP), and polyvinyl chloride (PVC). Other types of resins join together
in an other category representing plastics other than those listed below.
LDPE
"Low-density polyethylene (LDPE) accounts for the greatest proportion of all the
plastics used in
packaging"
(Paine 108). It ismuch lighter and less costly to
transport than glass containers, as are other plastic bottles. It is a very flexible,
clear material that can be blown into various shapes and be injected into forms.
Itmakes a good barrier against water, but allowsmany organic vapors to perme
ate it (Paine 109).Many bags for products such as bread and bags for department
stores come from this resin.
HDPE
The stronger high-density polyethylene plastic servesmany packaging functions
also. It replaces glass milk bottles and finds further popularity as detergent bot
tles. It is a very rigidmaterialwith awaxy feel that is very easy to form.
High-
density polyethylene hasmuch better barrier capabilities than LDPE. Though
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not a clear plastic, it appears translucent in some applications and provides lim
ited product inspection.
PET
This plastic resin ". . . represents approximately 30 percent of the plastic bottle
market . . dominating soft drink containers in the form of two-liter bottles
(Recycling Plastics 7). Popular for its shatterproof quality, it is a strong plastic that
may be injectionmolded. Polyethylene terephthalate has a very clear appearance
and often serves as medicine bottles. Because of this clarity, few applications
with this resin involve color additives. Polyethylene also resists permeation of
gases such as carbon dioxide (Recycling Plastics 7).
PS
We typically refer to this plastic as Styrofoam, a trade name ofDow Chemical.
Although often used as expandable polystyrene ( blown foam form), as in egg
cartons, it can be in
"crystal"
form for use in clear cups. Most packaging applica
tions use the thermoformed material for its cushioning ability and protection
against product damage, but the foam form does not allow for product visibility.
Polystyrene also has excellent thermal properties to help keep foods hot or cold.
PP
Polypropylene has good flexibility and resists fatigue from flexing, unlike some
other plastics. This allows for single formation of containers and lidswith a
hinge between them. This plastic also resists heat and chemicals well. It is less
waxy and harder than HDPE and can be injectionmolded, blown, ormade into




Polyvinyl chloride resists chemicals and abrasions (Powelson 138). It has limited
use in packaging, as containers and squeeze bottles for shampoos and such.
Many hoses and pipes come from this resin due to its blending capabilities. The
clear transparency of PVC gives it popularity, although it isn't as strong as other
plastics when thinned down.
Conclusion
All plastics have an edge as a packagingmaterial because they resist breaking
and provide very rigid containers. They allow for a variety of shapes and forms
from foams to films; however, molds andmachinery to produce different forms
are very expensive. Plastics accept color, are moisture resistant andweigh very
little versus their volume as a package. Negatively,many are translucent or
opaque, disguising a products appearance. They are also gas permeable and thus
cannot handle the pressure of contents such as champagne (Stilwell 64).
Environmental Effects
Resources
The resources necessary to produce a given material influence its use as a pack
agingmaterial. Environmental issues come into play when using natural, limited
resources. Paper is onematerial that has flexibility in its production.While trees
serve as themain resource, other fibrous plants provide sources for paper manu
facturing. Trees hold great popularity because they are relatively easy and in
expensive to harvest, and harvesting is possible year round in diverse climates.
Trees provide adequate cellulose yield per unit. They also provide quality assur
ance in that they have been used successfully in papermanufacturing for years.
Resourcemanagement for paper pulp is possible if tree planting equals and
exceeds tree cutting.
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Glass uses the natural resources of sand, soda ash (a sodium compound),
and limestone. All are very plentiful but require specific equipment to acquire,
process and transport tomanufacturing sites. The skill is in combining these
resources under specific circumstances to get a pure, strong result. Glass has
tremendous recycling potential; consequently, further source and waste reduc
tion is possible.
Aluminum and steel are basic elements in and of themselves. Aluminum
comes from a bauxite ore that appears plentiful in the earth but is non-renew
able. Steel's non-renewable derivative iron combines with carbon, to create metal
of varying hardness or softness. The problems lies in mining bothmaterials
landmust be disturbed in either case. Iron ore has a greater demand as a
resource, because it is necessary for buildingmaterials and other applications
aside from packaging. These twomaterials, like glass, have tremendous recy
cling potential and have minimal optical and physical effects from this process.
There should be no immediate threat to our natural resources, ifwe re-usemate
rials consistently.
Plastics originate from a variety ofmaterials including cellulose, protein
and resins, all synthesized together.While plastics aremostly oil-based, they do
not heavily consume this natural resource. They only use about three percent of
all the petroleum and natural gas the country consumes (Stilwell 62). Plastic does
use these non-renewable resources, but their single use does not heavily threaten
the world supply.
Packaging involvesmanymaterials and applications, and servesmany
functions. Addressing packaging alone, however, will not solve any diminishing
resource problems. The best thing is to use packagingmaterials wisely, and use
themost efficient production means possible to ensuremaximum acquisition. By
later recycling packaging, both energy and resourcesmay be saved while also
diverting waste from landfills.
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Waste
All packaging, nomatter how minimal, has awaste impact. This is due to the
enormous volume ofmanufactured products requiring packaging, and
because
ultimate or absolute recycling ofmaterials is impossible. In 1960, we added
approximately 24million tons of packaging to theMSW stream; in 1980, the
number was 42 million tons (Darnay 128). In analyzing different packaging
materials and their contribution toMSW, glass packagingwent from 6.2million
tons in 1960, to 11.4million tons in 1988. Similarly, aluminumwent from .2 mil
lion to 1.8 million, paper and board from 14million to 32.9 million, plastics from
.2million to 5.6million, and steel dropped from 4.6million to 2.8 million (Dar
nay 106, 107). Steels declinemay be attributed to the recent popularity of alu
minum cans.
People look at such figures, panic thatwe create toomuch packaging in the
first place, and worry thatwe will run out of places to put it all. Several landfills
closed down in recent years, but government regulations and standards prompt
ed most closings.Many landfills close in order to "clean
up"
the reason dan
gerous wastes need proper securing. Land suitable for landfills remains in the
US, but few people want one close to their neighborhood or near anywildlife
areas. A 1990 study shows yard waste occupying 10.4 cubic yards inMSW, con
tainers and packaging occupying 29.6 cubic yards, and non-durable goods tak
ing up 34 cubic yards (Darnay 105).
William L. Rathje and his students dug up seven landfills in the west and
found food packaging to be less than one percent of the garbage they discovered,
and yellow pages and newspapers to be abundant (Rathje 26). Plastics often end
up crushed under one another's weight, and take up less room than theywould
otherwise. Overall, packagingwastemay not be an immediate problem, but it is
a problem and requires attention and reduction when possible.
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Energy
Package production does require sufficient amounts of energy; however, assess
ing a particularmaterial and the energy used to create it into a usable form
proves problematic. The entire process of producing a packagemay include
min
ing an ore or driving a truck to amanufacturer. It is important to understand
exactlywhat steps are being included in an energy assessment. Inmany cases,
measurements include just the simplest and most practical steps. Sometimes re
using or refilling a packagemay be a better energy conserver than recycling.We
need to ". . . determine the choice ofmaterials; how long the product will last;
how effectively it uses energy, and how easily itmay be reclaimed and
re-used"
(MacKenzie 68).
Aluminum requires the most energy to produce from the rawmaterial,
whereas glass uses very little (Paine 16). This is why recycling aluminum saves
somuch energy; the rawmaterial already exists and simply needs reforming. For
this reason,manufacturers lightweight or thin down aluminum cans. By doing
so, the cans not onlyweigh less to transport, but the same amount of aluminum
producesmore cans. In 1980, the production of 1000 cans required 34 pounds of
aluminum in 1990, 25 pounds of aluminum produced the same number of cans
(Stilwell 71).
Paper takes a fair amount of energy to produce but a small amount to con
vert into a packaging container (Paine 16). Inmany cases only scoring and fold
ing are necessary. Recovering paper waste saves lots of energy and time other
wise necessary to grow and harvest trees. Part One on paper gives more infor
mation about energy use for virgin and recycled papers.
Materials necessary for glass production exist in large quantities. This
makes energy expenses very low in comparison to yield. Glass formation does
requires heat at varying amounts and intensities depending on the size and intri
cacy of the container. Recycling thismaterial can save considerable energy.
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Plastic packaging fallsmidway in energy consumption and explains the
increased popularity for plasticmilk containers. Overall, PET is 25% more ener
gy efficient than glass and 65% more energy efficient than aluminum (Stilwell
63). Plastic from scrap saves 85 to 90 percent of the energy otherwise needed to
produce virgin plastic (Wolf 64). Regardless of the energy needed to produce
plastic resins, packaging of this material uses little energy in transportation
because it is so lightweight.
Many people argue about energy consumption in an effort to prove one
material more environmentally friendly than another. Because eachmaterial
comes from different sources by differentmeans, it is not always practiced or pos
sible to compeue material Awith material B. Likewise, each material undergoes
different processeswhen being converted into a package or container. So while
aluminummay take abundant energy tomine, it takes very tittle tomake into
beverage cans. This discretion betweenmanufacturing processes leads to life
cycle emedysis measurements.
Life cycle analysis (LCA) investigates the entire life of a material, assessing
energy consumption and environmented impact all along the way. "LCA
involves the
'cradle-to-grave'
examination of a product, from raw material
extraction andmanufacturing through distribution, use and final disposal. This
methodology is used to quantify and calculate the resources and energy used,
and emissions and wastes generated, by the
system"
(Rhodes 1). Scientific
Certification Systems, discussed in PartOne, and other such environmental
organizations perform LCA tests on products andmaterials. The results of such
evaluations help to clarify the benefits and drawbacks of a product, and the
potential for recycling or switching to another material.
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Recycling
Recycling sets the tone for the nineties.Manufacturers strive tomake packages
andmaterials that recycle into the same (closed-loop) or other useful forms.
Consumers continually save and transportmaterials to redemption centers, but
few people stop to think aboutwhat must happen to the dumpsters full of glass
or plastic before the waste bears the term recycled. To beginwith, not every
material can or will be recycled. Amaterial's recycling potential holds merit, but
when consumers throw away a package it is irrelevant; landfills preserve trash.
Paper
Paper, as stated previously, is a heavily used packagingmaterial, but very little
undergoes recycling. "In 1988, only 13 percent of the waste stream was diverted
into the recycling stream. The recycling potential formost commodities is a
diversion rate ofmore than 50
percent"
(Powelson 4). A 1991 study showswe
recycled nearly 29 million tons of paper, a 33 percent recovery rate (Powelson 5).
Clearlywe recover and recycle more paper than previously, but a lot still ends
up in thewaste stream. In some cases, the special treatment to the paper, such as
in carbon copies, renders the paper unfit or difficult to recycle. In packaging,
food contact ruins a lot of paper, and this is a big packaging area for paper.
A great deal of packaging also involves corrugated containers, and these
represent the largest source of waste paper recovered (Recycling Paper 3). Part
One discusses paper inmore depth, but in regard to packaging there is great
potential formuch more recycling than is done now. The recycled pulp finds use
in subsequent packaging or in other lower grades of paper products. There are
somany grades of paper that theoretically a high grade cotton paper could be
recycledmany times, if collected uncontaminated each time.
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Glass
Glass has unlimited recycling potential; it can be reformed endlessly into the
samematerial the only problem being the energy necessary for recycling. In
1988, only 13 percent of glass used was recovered for recycling, despite the ease
of doing so (Powelson 5). We recyclemore glass today but still add over
three-
quarters toMSW (Papke 51). The heavy weight of glass makes large loads expen
sive to transport to recycling sites. Recycling takes place onlywhen it is econom
ical to do so.
Using prepared glass or cullet (small pieces of glass) saves energy in form
ing new glass, because it takes less heat tomelt it. This increased rate of heat
gain can extend the life of plant furnaces (Papke 57). Typically, manufacturers of
recycled glass use between 20 and 30 percent cullet in their batches. "Every one
percent increase in cullet saves one quarter of one percent of the energy used to
make glass containers. . . . water use is cut down by 50
percent"
(Stilwell 57). As
long as there is a ready supply of cullet that does not consume excessive energy
to bring to a plant, glass should be used repeatedly.
Unlike recycled paper, recycled gletss retains ample strength. Despite this,
manymanufacturers fear using large percentages of cullet becausemany bottles
are severely lightweighted. Thismeans the glass is already thin and prone to
breakage so theywant the strongest cullet possible. Some plants have no prob
lems with high cullet amounts. "Industry leaderOwens Illinois, which oleums
about a quarter of the glass containermarket, has produced glass containers
madewith 60 percent cullet, and has successfully tested containersmadewith 80
percent
cullet"
(Stilwell 57). Clearly, packaging science and design lend a hand
creating successful conteuners.
Sometimes glass containers find new life as glassphalt for pavements, fiber
glass, artificial sand for beaches, and in reflective paints for road signs and such.
Over 90 percent of the post-consumer cullet collected, that makes it to the
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recycling plant, gets processed into new glass containers (Papke 64). Contamina
tion from foreignmaterialsmakes glass unsuitable for the same use again , and
contamination from other glass also poses a problem. Though it is not lucrative,
collected wastematerials can be separated by hand, but glass once broken, as it
often is during collection, is impossible to separate 100 percent.
Glass containers exist in three main colors: flint (clear), amber (brown), and
green. Other variations include clear glasswith blue and rose tints. Flint, as
expected, needs to be at least 95 percent pure to recycle back into clear glass
again.While it tolerates up to five percent of amber and other colors, it can only
withstand one percent of green glass. Amber glass is more flexible needing to be
90 percent its own color and no more than five percent of flint and other colored
glass, or up to ten percent of green glass. Green tolerates themost contamina
tion, accepting up to 20 percent of non-green glass. Itmay include up to ten per
cent of flint emd other colors or up to 15 percent of amber glass (Powelson 85).
Consequently, a great deal of glass cannotwork for closed-loop recycling. Com
panies want consistent color in their containers, and in the case of flint glass, any
deviation from clear canmake a product look undesirable. Although green glass
works easiest for collection and recycling, few American companies like to use it
for containers because of the international association with it;many foreign beers
and waters have green bottles (Powelson 85).
Even if glass is not melted and re-processed, it still has recycling potential
through re-use. Many beverage bottles are refillable, although lightweighting has
made this less applicable. Even though refilling requires heavier bottles that take
more energy to transport, they can save energy needed tomanufacture new bot
tles. Refillable bottles have the potential to replace 14 to 20 oneway bottles, and
only 30 percent of those undergo recycling anyway (Papke 52). They aremore
expensive only if people never return them for refilling, or fail to even recycle
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them. Their success Ue in the hands of the consumers.When thrown away, glass
takes up substantial landfill space.
Steel &Aluminum
Steel and aluminum both have excellent recycling potential. Steel packaging real
ly only includes food cans, butwith any application ". . . the same ferrousmetal
products can bemanufactured from virgin iron ore, or recycled scrap iron and
steel, or a combination of both, and provide identical
performance"
(Recycling
Scrap 7). In 1991, the recycling rate for steel was 34 percent (Steel Can 68). The
melting and re-using steel saves virgin ore plus 74% of the energy and 40% of the
water needed for virgin production. Recycling also generates less air and water
pollution, as well as less miningwaste (Recycling Scrap 3). The problem is with
recycling non-packaging items like cars and appliances, whose hazardous com
ponents make it difficult or impossible (Recycling Scrap 8). Recycling also diverts
waste from landfills, and the steel can be used for memy different applications
again and again.
Aluminum packaging probably undergoes more collection emd recycling
than steel because beverage cans are so easy to collect and so light to transport.
In 1984, we recycled almost 53% of the aluminum cans used, and in 1990, we
recycled nearly 64% (Darnay 320, Steel Can 73). States with deposit laws and
curbside collection help increase the recycling rate. Aluminum, like other nonfer-
rousmetals, can bemelted and fabricated over and over again for the same or
different forms.Melting old cans saves energy needed to mine, ship andmanu
facture new cans. The energy savings is a big bonus as it leaves oil and electricity
free to power other areas. It ". . . takes 95 percent less energy to produce a pound
of aluminum from UBCs than from virgin raw
materials,"
withUBCs being used
beverage containers (Stilwell 71). Aluminum does not represent a lot of our
MSW, but recycling it saves energy. This makesUBCs more valuable than years
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ago when energywasmore plentiful. In the beginning of 1979, UBCs sold for
about 39 cents a pound; inmid 1989, they brought 56 cents a pound (Darnay 266,
267). Themarket fluctuates; at times UBCs sell for even higher prices, and this is
why states impose deposits on them.
Often steel and aluminum share a recycling collection bin. Separation caus
es no problem since steel is magnetic and aluminum is not. Thismakes for quick
separation from each other but not from othermetals and substances. In order to
keep out unwantedmaterials, a visual inspection and sometimes a complex acid
or chemiced test is performed (Recycling Scrap 4).Many states andmanufacturers
are aiming for increased recycling rates for these twomaterials in the future.
Plastics
Plastic has become extremely popular in the packaging industry and the focus of
dismay for environmentedists. Because there are somany types of plastics, there
aremany diverse recycling capabilities. First of all, the twomain classes of plas
tic are thermoplastics and thermosets. The former can bemelted after hardening,
while the latter cannot. In the case of packaging, nearly all is thermoplastic;
durable goods such as auto bumpers constitute thermosets (Recycling Plastics 1).
In 1988, pleistic packaging accounted for 5.6million tons of our waste
stream, and we currently recycle only two percent of this packagingmaterial
(Darnay 107,Ashford 49). Though it weighs very little, plastic takes up a consid
erable amount of landfill space, unless crushed. This large utilization of space
makes for inefficient hauling of plastics to recycling sites. Shreddersmay help
increase the quantity of plastic in a truck load, but they can lead to commingling
of plastic grades (Mosberg).
The sevenmain plastics used in packaging each have a code number
assigned to them. The Society of Plastics Industry came up with the coding and
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recommends thatmanufacturers use the codes tomake grades easier to identify
and recycle. Some states now have laws on plastic coding, as will be discussed in
Part Six. The following is a list of the number codes, abbreviations, and full
names of themain plastics.
1 PETE or PET polyethylene terephthalate
2 HDPE high-density polyethylene
3 V or PVC vinyl or polyvinyl chloride




While all categories have recycling potential, only number one and two go
through the process consistently. These two plastics take up largemarkets of
soda and milk bottles respectively. "The costs to reclaim other plastics are gener
ally higher than theirmarket
value"
(Powelson 137).
A big problemwith plastic recycling is sorting. Each grade requires differ
ent processing emd temperatures for recycling. They each also have different
chemical structures, with PET and HDPE being the easiest to break down and
work with (Wolf 66).Manufacturers such as Dow Chemical and EHipont devel
oped compatibilizers tomake greater chemical links between plastics (DiChris-
tina 76). Because of this, systems exist which scan plastics for specific compo
nents, such as the detectable chlorine in PVC (Ashford 53). Single resinmaterials
are easiest to dealwith, but even the new five-layer Heinz ketchup bottle only
causes little worry. It contains 98 percent PET emd successfully recycles following
the procedures for that resin (Ashford 51). A new plastic technology of "block
copolymer
compatibilizers"
helpsmake the blending of some plastics possible
(Ashford 54).
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The other problem is keeping out foreignmaterials includingmetals, glass
and dirt. These contaminants can ruinmolds, costing asmuch as $100,000, emd
lead to defects in the final product (Narayan 142). Glues and paper labels can
degrade resins too;many containers now have thin plastic labels to prevent this
(Ashford 51). Even occurrences ofmold can cause inferior results (Powelson
136). For this reason, clean, dry plasticwaste is very important.
Plastic does degrade with repeated heating, flexing ormechanical stress,
but additives help to control this. This quality interferes with closed-loop recy
cling of plastic and has prompted the focus on resins having ESCR or Environ
mental Stress Crack Resistance (Ashford 50). Another new technology under
experimentation is de-polymerization.With this system, ". . . heat and pressure
are applied to plastics in the presence of specific chemicals such as methanol.
That causes the polymer chains to break down into theirmonomelic constit
uents, which can then be re-polymerized to produce virgin
resins"
(Ashford 53).
Regardless of all these breakthroughs,most plastic functions like paper:
when recycled it is used for a lesser quality application. This is not to say the
recycled plastic is weaker. Grades such as HDPE and PS often become lumber
for fences and benches. The problem is a large volume of plastic packaging inter
acts with food and ends up too contaminated for closed-loop recycling. The PET
resin can be reprocessed with purity very close to the virginmaterial, as dis
cussed later in a case study. High-density polyethelene is not very purewhen
recycled, as it often has milk residue; when colored it is evenworse (Remkin 50).
Plastic finds its way back into themarket place in the form of: trash bags, deter
gent bottles, drainage pipes, traffic cones, flower pots, films, trays, insulation,
carpets, auto parts, tiles, awnings and foam. Interestingly, a large percentage of
PET ends up as fiberfill for ski jackets, pillows emd sleeping bags. It requires em
average of five two-liter PET bottles to make a man's ski jacket and asmany as
36 tomake a sleeping bag (Wolf 68).
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One other issue involving plastic recycling is incineration of thematerial.
On the plus side, plastics retain enormous amounts of energy, partly because of
their petroleum base. They give off this energywhen re-heated. "Polyethylene,
polypropylene and polystyrene have energy contents of 19,900, 19,850, and
17,700 British Thermal Units (BTU) per pound, respectively,while coal, newspa
per, wood andmixed solid waste have 9,600, 8,000, 6,700, and 4,500 BTU per
pound
respectively"
(Stilwell 68). The problem is frequently plastics also give off
toxins. Polyvinyl chloride releasesmany by-products such as chlorinated
diben-
zodioxins (CDD) and hydrochloric acid gas, causing banned incineration of it in
some areas (Erickson 152). Increasing temperatures to 1800T or higher destroys
most of the dangerous emissions, and that coupled with scrubbing devices on
hoodsmakes for fewer CFCs (chloroflourocarbons).
Plastic is easy to store until recycling because it withstands weather. Its bulk
requires large receptacles for collection but does not require any clean up, as
does broken gleiss. There is greater hope for plastic packaging in the recycling
infrastructure. "But, until the recovered materials are actually used until they





Onemajor reason for low recycling rates is the lack of strongmarkets for recy
cledmaterials. The initied problem is finding someone to accept the packaging
waste and manufacture it. The next problem is finding a suitable product to cre
ate with thewaste material. Lastly, you needmarketingmethods to helpmake
the product appealing to consumers.Without a great demand for packages and
products containing recycledmaterials, companies will continue to produce
items with virgin materials. "Recycling is critically importemt as an issue, but the




(Mosberg). With inconsistent collections ofwaste material
and consequent fluctuations inmaterial costs, businesses cannot accurately
predict expenditures, as they canwith virginmaterials.
But industry only controls part of the problem. Collection needs to be better
with less co-mingling ofmaterials. People also need to look for and ask for recy
cled products, as well as question any excess packaging. Collecting waste materi
als alone does not help. In Seattle,Washington, a site owned byWaste Manage
ment harbors 10,000 tons ofmixed glass waste with no destination (Watson 3).
Plastic collection is oftenworse. Few places will pay to haul it unless there is a
processor close by.
Many community drop off centers close because they have abundant waste
and nomanufacturers to give it to. Getting payment for containers is not even an
issuemost of the time. The important thing is for new sales to offset the cost of
tremsportation, sorting emd re-manufacturing. Notmany companies arewilling
to take the financial risk. In some cases, such as writing and printing papers, a
claim about recycled materials helps sell a product or make a package attractive.
In other ceises they do not effect the look of the package andmay not even be a
selling feature.Many plastic bottles contain a layer of recycled resins, sand
wiched between two layers of virgin resin (Ashford 50). Consumersmay not be
aware of this without information conspicuously printed on the bottle. Such bot
tles provide a good market for recycled plastic; laundry and other cleaning prod
ucts experience heavy use and create em enormous packaging demand.
The bestway to stimulate markets is for consumers to look for emd ask for
recycled contents in products and packages. If people are willing to pay a bit
more for products when necessary, then manufacturers have nothing to lose by
usingwaste materials in place of virgin.With our waste and landfill problems,
some companies save money by recycling their weiste, because trash hauling fees
run so high. Once again, it is a question of balancing economics against the
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environment; things are not always as bad as they seem in terms ofmoney or the
planet.Markets could be better if government policies would ". . . widen
then-




Sometimes recycling is not the answer to our packagingwaste. Both energy use
and collection costs very often make virgin materials more economic to produce.
First of all,manufacturers need a steady supply of waste goods, and if the best
collection sites are far away, they need to pay for hauling. Heavily populated
industrial cities do best, because they have a greater potential for collection and
have nearby facilities to process it. Even better, some plants have convenient
drop off e_ree_s on-site.
Another cost is for specialmachinery to handle collections efficiently and
mechanical adjustments necessary in themanufacturing process. Papermills
often need to adjust their equipment, including screens and calendar rollers.
Gleiss plants need large storage areas, strong trucks and lifting devices. Shred
ders and bailers allow for compacting plastic. Aluminum processing requires
crushers, and steel mills need largemagnets and shredders, both very expensive.
Even the purchase of dumpsters and collection bins requires a large initial
investment. Tremsportation vehicles are necessary for all materials traveling to
processing and ormemufacturing sites. Regardless of the material, all processors
need either additioned people and or special equipment to perform separation;
truly cleem, singlematerial collections of leurge quantity are a rarity. Separation
can involve equipment such as electronic eyebeeuns, sensitive to color for glass
or chemicals for plastic. Sorting by hand has more accuracy, but it is slower and
thereforemay ormay not savemoney. It does provide low skill jobs, benefiting
the economy as well as the environment.
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Likemany other endeavors, recycling takes a large initial investment of
time,money and interest. Keeping at it consistently helps it become common
place and practical, rather than burdensome. It seems that people jump ahead
too fastwith the environmental issues of recycling and forgetwaste reduction.
Collecting containers and waste is not recycling; many collections still end up in
a landfill. Waste reduction stems from proper planning before producing pack
ages and products. Early design decisions have a big impact on the life of manu
factured goods.
Design
Dr. StanleyRhodes, of Scientific Certification Systems, makes a very perceptive
statement about the importance of design in environmental issues. "The chal
lenge for every designer is to identify those design and production elements
which can have the greatest effect on reducing environmented impacts, and to
avoid chemges which can result in counterproductive side-effects in terms of per
formance, cost or the environment. Because of the complexity of industrial sys
tems, it is not always immediately apparentwhich decisions will lead to
improvement, and which ones will backfire. Unless a systems analysis is under
taken, designers run the risk ofmaking the wrong decision, or of failing to iden
tify the elements which could have had themost significemt positive
effect"
(Rhodes 1). Somemay feel this statement involves only product or industrial
design and packaging science, but edl levels of design influence the environment.
Material selection is the foundation of all products and packaging, and
sometimes it solely determines the success of the product. The necesseuy func
tion usually dictates thematerial choice, as discussed earlier, but design cem edso
influence the choice. If the focus is on a product's color or texture, glassmaywin
out over plastic. Procter & Gamblemarkets their Folgers coffee in a bag, a can
and a glass jar so consumers can choosewhat they prefer, hopefully beised on
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recycling access in their area (Stilwell 200).Mostmanufacturers ultimately base
decisions on cost, then practicality, salability and aesthetics.When budgets and
other restrictions surround a project, environmentahsm often falls by the way
side. "The designer's taskwill becomemore difficult and more important than
ever demanding changes in attitude, education, approach and
sophistication"
(MacKenzie 154).
Source reduction through design often saves money for a companywhile
limiting potential trash. Source reduction is currently one of the EPA's top priori
ties. Companies aremaking changes, such as Procter & Gamble's elimination of
boxes formany of their deodorants (Mosberg). The new octagon pizza boxes in
use save cardboardmaterial and weigh less. In reality, designers often have tittle
freedom tomake better environmented choices.Many times,marketers persuade
companies not to change their look, emd if consumers continue to buy a
"badly"
packaged product, then changes are less likely to occur. The challenge is for
designers to create interesting, economical pieces that do not harm andmay
even help preserve the environment.
For example, Newell and Sorrell designed new Berol Karisma colored pen
cils with a shaved angle edge exposing the lead. Thismakes ink representing
lead color unnecessary. Theywrapped the box in recycled paper and closed it
with document ties that eliminated the need for cellophane (MacKenzie 115). The
product now looksmore natural and artistic, and saves Berolmoney previously
needed to represent every pencil color in ink.
Another approach to the problem is creating products or packaging with
dual uses. If the secondary use heis a practiced function, itmay keep people from
throwing away the item or package. The German retailers Tengelmann, have
taken this a step further and replaced the plastic trays in their chocolate boxes
with onemade out of wafer (MacKenzie 164). Even if people choose not to eat
the wafer tray, it has not wasted materials and will degrade in a compost pile.
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Years ago designers created solutions like this because itmade sense, rather than
to reduce waste. Jelly jars doubled as children's drinking glasses, and peanut
butter jarswere calibrated for use as ameasuring cup (Stilwell 41). These com
plex solutions require designers to researchmaterials and environmental issues
more intensely. They need a full understanding of all the issues andmaterials in
order tomake the best solutions.
Current consumer demands influence packaging, such as the desire for a
microwavable, dual-oven, convenient, inexpensive product. The cost of labor is
so high in comparison to current production that people buy new products,
rather them fix old ones.We eue creating products for specializedmarkets, emd
we combinematerials tomake them perform better; however, this hinders our
source recovery (Eyring 24). The aseptic package is one such result. Designers
have a pivotal position betweenmanufacturers and customers, and between the
technical andmarketing people; they need to use this position to influence envi
ronmental decisions (MacKenzie 12).
Conclusion
Packagingmaterials each have very different attributes. Paper provides a light
weight inexpensive packagewith minimal strength. Aluminum emd steel weigh
very little and form rigid containers of moderate strength. Glass weighs more
thanmost packagingmaterials, but provides strength and visibility as a contain
er. Plastic weighs much less than glass while yielding similar strength in a shat
terproofmaterial. Regardless of the potential strength,materials are subject to
destruction under specific conditions. For example, water deteriorates paper,
aluminum and steel dent, glass can shatter, and some plastics melt inmoderate
heat.Material selection requires thorough investigation into optical and physical
properties, costs, and environmental influences. Packaging should beminimal
whenever possible and bemade either from recycled materials, or be recyclable.
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Information pertaining to thematerials used and any concern of disposal
should be clearly printed on the package or product. Consumers need to know
aboutwhat type of products are available, and manufacturers should bear
responsibility forwhat they create. All of those influencing the industry need to
work together to come upwith solutions that serve overall needs best, not focus
in only one area.
The Institute of Scrap Recycling Industries developed a program called
Design forRecyclingwith a goal, ". . . to encourage preproduction planning for
safe and efficient recycling by the elimination of hazardous and non-recyclable
materials from the production process. It seeks a national policy to promote the
design and manufacture of goods that, at the end of their useful lives, can be
recycled safely and
efficiently"




Anita Roddick founded The Body Shop in Brighton, England, in 1976. Since
then, it has achieved enormous successwith over 800 stores in 41 countries. The
success of this company may be attributed to its simplistic yet sophisticated
approach. "I thought itwas important thatmy business concern itself not just
with skin emd heiir care preparations, but also with the community, the environ
ment and the bigwideworld beyond
cosmetics,"
says Roddick. Their product
formulations follow the same philosophy, using natured ingredients and formu
las created without animed testing (What Is).
They use simple packagingwithHDPE plastic for opaque containers and
PET plastic for clear applications, both inminimal size variations. Labels provide
differentiation among products. They chose pleistic because the store offers
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refilling onmany products, and these plastics provide a good barrier whilewith
standing repeated use. The store offers a small discount on refills to encourage
them; however, until recently the government had disallowed this, based on
inferior hygiene. The Body Shop views packaging as a ". . . regrettable by prod
uct of the retail
industry."
(Body Shop) Customers can even bring bottles back to
the store to recycle them. They do not insist on bags for purchases, and offer
small recycled paper till bags or plastic bags,made from waste LDPE. The Body
Shop also sells a non-chlorine bleached cotton bag (Body Shop).
Coca-Cola
While PET soft-drink bottles have been recycled for some time, they have
not been permitted for use again in the same application. The containers breed
germs from residual syrup and from contactwith other waste. Federal guide
lines have strict policies on material contactwith food, and recyclingmethods
were not up to their standards.
In 1991, Coca-Cola Company, HoechstCelanese Corporation and Cap
Industries, aHoechst Celemese subsidiary, jointly developed a closed-loop recy
cling process for PET plastic. The process is methanolysis, originated in its basic
form in the fifties (Barham 46). Through this process, plastic is heated in the pres
ence of methanol and breaks down into its two constituent molecules. Centri
fuges then remove any contaminants, and the resins are recombined and formed
into new bottles.
The process has involved high setup costs due to labor, equipment and pro
cessing, but better future results are emticipated. Coca-Cola did not peiss these
costs on to the consumer. They feel in time more bottles will be collected, emd
more compemies will participate, decreasing some costs. Vernon Barham, of
Hoechst Celanese, feels this is a very positive venture and, "It has to do with
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The Institute of Scrap Recycling Industries Incorporated (ISRI) ". . . repre
sents 1,800 companies that process, broker, and consume scrap commodities . .
Thesematerials include ferrous metal (steel and iron), nonferrousmetals (alu
minum, copper, lead, etc.), paper, glass, plastic, rubber, and textiles.Many of
these commodities have been recycled for decades, especially during times of
war; thus, members often refer to themselves as The OriginalRecyclers. All of
the persons involved deal in ". . . handling, processing, shipping, and/or ulti
mate recycling of scrap commodities . . This experience enables them to assist
businesses and communities in recycling endeavors (Recycling Nonferrous 9).
In 1991, the scrap industry ". . . diverted 90million tons of recyclables from
the weiste stream . . including 62 billion pounds of paper and paperboard, 5.6
billion pounds of aluminum, and 6 billion pounds of glass beverage containers
(Phoenix 6). The processors prepare thewaste for subsequent use and sell it back
to the industry. As with de-inking, it is easier formanufacturers to purchase
processed waste, because each type of scrapmust undergo very different and
specificmethods of reprocessing (Phoenix 7).
The ISRI members do not just deal with packaging wastes; they involve
themselves in just about everything, from electriced wire scrap, to building
demolition remains, to old automobiles. This iswhy the ISRImembers began the
Design for Recycling program. Themembers deal with several wastes and
know the products andmaterials with problems. They have better insight on




Though its tremendous success came later, the aseptic package, or Terra Pak,
originated in the 1950's. This process whereby liquids are heated to a very high
temperature, cooled quickly and then sealed, keeps the product fresh formonths
without any refrigeration (Stilwell 82). The short high temperature alsomeans
food retains more of its nutrients (DonnellyA-568). This type of package finds
use for large quantities ofwine (then packaged in a box), andmilk creamers, but
juices are themost popular application. The containers cater to young children
and even adults packing a lunch; the selling feature is no breakage and no need
for refrigeration. The thermos gaveway to this technology that creates waste
very difficult to recycle.
This package is a composite of polyethylene, paper, polyethylene, alumin
um foil and more polyethylene, sandwiched together. Thismakes for near
impossible recycling at any substantial level (Stilwell 82). There is no decomposi
tion, and it requires toomuch energy to even try to sedvage singlematerials.
There aremany types of this composite, all having similar problems with by
products from incineration, minimal degradation and extreme difficulty to recy
cle. The juice box is the most difficult aseptic container to recycle; yet, it is the
most used today (Bruss A-572).
Environmentally, this packaging needs either new technology or simply
minimally use. It does save refrigeration resources and energy, as well as keep
foods from spoiling quickly. The containers are rigid, lightweight and really need
further analysis to compare them to othermaterials. There is a good and bad
side to everything; wemust decidewhat themost important factor is.
Can Plastic Vanish?
Companies attach the word
"biodegradable"
to plastic products, but that
does not meem the object disappears. Some companies have taken the claim off
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their packaging due to suchmisconceptions and complaints. Just as
"recycled"
needsmore explanation for paper,
"biodegradable"
needs a more detailed defini
tion for plastics.
First of all, the material will not degrade completely (meaning into carbon
dioxide and water), and there is uncertainty as to the particle size that remains
(Donnelly 297). Essentially plastic reverts to plastic dust that could essentially
prove more harmful, because it could be breathed into the lungs. These particles
may also effect wildlife andmay encourage people to titter, because they believe
itwill disappear (Donnelly 300).
The cornstarch or other additives causing breakdown onlymake up around
six percent of the material, because toomuch would make the productweak and
cause degradation sooner. Consequently, a large portion of the original plastic
remains even if it does degrade (Rathje 27). The plastics are either photodegrad-
able, biodegradable, or chemically degradable,meaning ultraviolet light, bacte
ria or enzymes trigger degradation. Sometimes these components work together
in one plastic to ensure success (Narayan 264, 265).
This technology does not havemuch hope because, while it could be per
fected, the fact remains that a landfill denies degradation. Recycling at least
makes use of the original materials, while biodegradable plastic continues to use
resources. Plastic seems too potentially hazardous to create pieces ofmicroscopic
size. Scientists continue to pursue this technology, and environmentalists contin




Environmental issuesmean everything to some people and businesses, but noth
ing to others. Formany, the environment comes into play only if legislation
demands it. It is unfortunate that for certain individuals the obviousmarring
and depletion of nature is not enough to change behavior. Often there aremany
perspectives to an environmental situation. Onemay focus only on environmen
tal dangers and the other only technological and industrial advancements.
Regardless of the viewpoint, a situation exists.
Local, state, and federal governments addressmany issues surrounding the
environment. They impose sanctions and standards to prompt environmental
awareness and action. The CleanAir andWaterActs address just that, air and
water. The Nutrition Labeling and EducationAct, while not an environmental
sanction, effects the environment through packaging changes. Many legislations
also define and restrict the use of recycled terms and labels.
Waste reduction needs attention in addition to recycling. Harmful, toxic
substances require ceireful disposed. Memy landfills have been shut down due to
unsafe conditions. This decrease in landfill sites causes some communities to
tremsport their garbage to different cities and even states. Fees for such disposal
run very high in certain areas, andmany local governments charge fees and limit
quantities ofwaste for collection. Local areas also arrange curbside collection
emd drop off centers for recyclingmaterials. Several communities even provide
education to people on the subjects of recycling and waste.
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The general public needs some guidance to sift through all of the environ
mental hype; however, those in government frequently do not have all the facts.
Many people discuss issues, or even teach about them to others, without having
full awareness themselves (Mosberg). The Environmental ProtectionAgency
(EPA) is one such agency receiving criticism for rising to causes with good inten
tions, but often without enough preliminary and thorough information. Unfortu
nately, when holding such a position of authority, any reported findings become
an absolute to the general public. The EPA offers recycled guidelines to paper
manufacturers, butmost fall below standards set bymany environmental label
ing organizations. The EPA does continue to investigate environmentalmatters
and update their reports and guidelines.
In addition to all of the formal legislation going on,many corporations
involve themselves in recycling and waste issues. Extremely large companies
often have separate divisions to handle and investigate such matters. Businesses
and individuals cannot ignore regulations; staying on top of the issues makes the
most sense.
The Clean Air andWater Acts
The first Earth Day inApril, 1970, prompted a greater overall concern for the
environment. The US government responded to these concerns with the Clean
Air Act in 1970, and the CleanWater Act in 1972. These forms of legislation
sought to curb the release of dangerous substances into the air and dangerous
effluents into waterways. Both acts underwent slight changes over time, as it
proved difficult for industries to reach the goals originally anticipated. In 1977,
President Cartermade a significant change to the CleanAir Act by extending
goal periods for certain pollutants. This act is whatmade the auto industry
develop catalytic converters for engines; they cut down on auto emissions.
Improved developments are possible but require time to implement.
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OnNovember 15, 1990, President Bush signed a substantial change to the
CleanAir Act, and this one has greatly affected the paper and printing indus
tries. The amendment places stricter emission controls on VOCs and NOx (nitro
gen oxides), requires operating permits formills, and calls forMACT (Maximum
Achievable Control Technology) to change equipment and processing to limit
toxins (Kaufmann 159). The restricted chemicals number 189 and include some
common to the paper and printing industry: chlorine, chloroform, hydrochloric
acid, methanol,methyl ethyl ketone,methal isobutyl ketone, toluene and xylene
(Miner 349).
Stemming from all of this attention comes a push for toxic chemical use
phaseouts and bans, as has occurred inMassachusetts and New Jersey (Ryan 98).
While industry feels it should handle environmental matters itself, it prefers
phaseouts so it has time to develop new technologies emd salvage income. The
public does not really care howwe eliminate harmful chemicals, but sooner is
better (Ryan 99). One strong request by industry is that sanctions be carried out
at the federal rather than state level, so one geographical region does not have a
competitive edge over another (Ryan 98).
While these restrictionsmaymake sense and sound healthier, over 100 sites
exist that violate the Clean AirAct to some degree. Set regulations cannot be
achieved by all sites in the same time frame. The time given for compliance is
based on the site's environmental status. Thosewithmarginal compliance prob
lems have three years to complywhile thosewith severe problems are allowed
as much e_s 15 years to comply (Kaufmemn 159-160).While such mills create
more hazards, they havemanymore changes tomake. Old mills and plants orig
inated at a timewhen none of their process appeared harmful. Their entire oper
ation includesmachinery andmethods that will never meet today's standards.
Essentially, these plants must purchase all new equipment, and few companies
have the capital to perform such changes immediately.
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As it is, the Clean Air Act costs enormous amounts ofmoney tomany
industries. In 1990, the overall estimated costs for the act reached beyond $26
million, with $2.7million hitting the paper industry and $630,000 coming from
the printing and publishing industry (Darnay 210). The government spends
money implementing the regulations, and charges companies for the right to
release permissible amounts of emissions. Legislation sets an overall accepted
level of dangerous air emission for the nation per year, and apportions it to all
companies creating such pollution. The companies buy emission allowances
ahead of time, and if their limits are not reached, theymay sell them to other
sites releasingmore emissions than they have permits for (Kaufmann 161).
Trading permits used to include general emissions, but now those legal to trade
apply only to sulfur dioxide emissions (Ceurncross 103). This doesmakemanu
facturers pay for their pollution, but does not directly discourage it. Companies
maywork on devising ways to increase capital to pay for their pollution, rather
than curb it in the first place. It alsomakes it difficult for new businesses to enter
themarket when older companies buy out remaining emission permits. Chapter
Four of Francis
Cairncross'
book Costing the Earth, investigates this area further.
The Clean AirAct receives less coverage today, but it has helped reclaim
waterways such as the Cuyahogo River, in Cleveland, Ohio and the Chesapeake
Bay, inMaryland. The EPA currently investigates marine life in chosenwaters,
deciding if greater restrictions on effluent emissions are needed in
particuleu-
areas (Miner 349).While the EPA does set restrictions, states create their own
standards for plants to follow, basing them on what is practical, rather than on
the lowest figures. The EPA has restrictions that are 100 times more sever than
those recommended by the Federal DrugAdministration (Pullium 4). These
measurements of toxins based on ppqs (parts per quadrillion), receive further
discussion in thewaste section of Part One.
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Environmental legislation does not look as though it will decline in years to
come. The Clinton administration appearsmore receptive to these issues than
any prior administration. It seeks funding for energy programs and biological
and environmental research (Newman 1000). The administration is also address
ing the ineffectiveness and excessive spending for nuclear research and the
Superfund program, discussed below (Newman 1001). To reiterate, sometimes
programs and goals do not address problems in the rightmanner; personal edu
cation keeps people on top of the issues and prepares them for any oncoming
regulations.
Nutrition Labeling and EducationAct
In 1990, President Bush approved the Nutrition Labeling and EducationAct that
amended the Federal Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act. The act seeks compliance
frommost products under FDA authority (Tillotson 273). "Reports indicate that
more them ninety thousand labels in all areas of food packaging (except poultry
and meat) will require modification of some kind if not complete
change"
(Selame 17). This causes new problems for designers and printerswhomust
rework labels to include the necessary dietary information at the lowest costs
possible. Nationally the costs are phenomenal.
Labelsmust include information such eis servings, serving size, cedories,
fats, carbohydrates, sugars, fibers, proteins, and sodium (Tillotson 273). The EPA
establishes the standards for all tomeet establishing national uniformitywith
out state subdivisions (Tillotson 276). This change includes a program to educate
the public about the information, to be carried out by the Secretary of the
Department ofHealth and Human Services (Tillotson 274).Many labels have
made the switch by now.
Nutritional facts do have importance and for some people, information
such as sodium content has serious health significance. The problem is the
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governmentmade decisions about size and typefaceswithout consultingwith a
multitude of designers (Mosberg). This label changemay cause manufacturers to
increeise package sizes just to accommodate the necessary information. Consum
ers have a right to product information, but when this dictates package size and
material use, perhapsmore could be learned by telephone ormail.
Waste Reduction
Figures concerning waste appear in reports and articles repeatedly.While they
mean to accurately inform, they often mislead. Reported figures onMSW cre
ation per person range from 2.9 to 8 pounds per year, showing very different
perspectives on the problem (Rathje 25). Solidwaste studies are based on statisti
cal reasoning, time period, socio-economic status and location, each effectwhat
waste is found as well as howmuch (Lund 3.4). Typical sorting samples, to
arrive at such figures, include two to three hundred pounds ofwaste, a small
representation of the millions of tons produced (Lund 3.7). Accurate data
requires a broad and extensive evaluation of the waste people create. Unfor
tunately, such testing requires very specific equipment emd lots ofmoney.
All of this waste undergoes greater scrutiny today than years ago.
Super-
fund, officially titled the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensa
tion, and LiabilityAct (CERCLA), evolved in 1980 and concerns itselfwith
"cleaning
up"
hazardous waste sites (Phoenix 10). This act and the Resource
Conservation and RecoveryAct (RCRA) work to set regulations for waste sites
involving operating requirements, design standards, groundwatermonitoring,
closure care and financial assurance (Powelson 211). The Superfund program
often heetrs complaints about itsmanagement, effectiveness, and costs to the
public. Peoplewonder if the efforts really help ourwastemanagement problems.
While the governmentwants to improve landfill or waste site conditionswith
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these legislation acts, they often result in only financial burdens and closed land
fills. Again, an approach at an early stage could domore.
With landfills closing and/or limiting their intake, many states now have
enormous tipping fees at disposal sites. These fees range from $25 a ton in the
west, to $65 in the northeast, where there is less available land for disposal areas
(Watson 2). The infamous barge that traveled the seas for six months searching
for a dump site, came from heavily populated Long Island,New York. Some
times states do haul trash to other areas for disposal, but this ismeeting opposi
tion by several states, and results in increased transportation costs and time.
In some states, people pay for trash hauling based on the amount they cre
ate; BellinghamWashington residents have a choice between a weekly 90 gallon
can for $28.37 a month or amonthly 30 gallon can for $4.02 (Watson 6). Assessing
a value to waste helps people see that disposal space is limited. Situations such
as this focus attention back towaste reduction and generate interest in recycling.
Recycling
Recycling represents another avenue for our waste and has beneficial results.
"Installing a recycling progretm need not cost a business its competitive edge or
eiffect its ability tomeet the bottom
line"
(Powelson 298). With such large govern
ment mandates, many companies recycle beyond economic incentives simply to
avoid penalties (Lund 7.5). If practiced wisely, recycling can savemoney, due to
fewer tipping fees and less energy needed than acquiring and processing virgin
materials.
Developing a strongmarket for recycled products is the key, but success
edso depends on supply reliability, consumer demand, technology, economics,
and the government's role (Lund 7.8). The government can do a lot by educating
the public, providing funds and helping create collection programs. Different
areas produce different types of trash thatmay create a profitable collection for a
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particular type of business (Powelson 255). By investigating waste generation, a
specific collection center andmanufacturer could be placed in an optimum loca
tion. This would save money on transporting collected materials and ensure sup
ply reliability. Greater investigations into such demographicsmust be done to
further the success of recycling.
Paper
The Resource Conservation and RecoveryAct,mentioned previously, contains a
section requiring federal agencies and any other agency receiving federed funds,
to use recycled products if expenses for such items exceed $10,000 (Thompson
69). The US EPA assists in developing the guidelines for those products that
include paper, lubricating oils, retread tires, building insulation, and fly ash in
cement and concrete (Thompson 70). Obviously, paper affects the design and
printing industry; consequently, the EPA's guidelines,while not legal require
ments, influence them. The paper purchased by the government only accounts
for around two percent of that purchased nationwide, but the behavior set by the
government has had a large effect (Coyne 83). It is a case of practicingwhat you
preach. People aremore likely to believe waste disposal problems and respond
to them if the government works at curbing theirwaste creation. The problem is,
the EPA recommendations are weak and people take them lightly.
A 1990 amendment to the guidelines helped strengthen the original RCRA.
Formost printing and writing papers (more papers were included in the revi
sion) the EPA recommends using 50 percent wastepaper. Thewastepaper
includes almost anything from pre-consumer to post-consumer waste, although
the EPA encourages use of the latter (Thompson 70). Tissue and corrugated
board have post-consumer material recommendations, and the EPA feels mea
surements should relate to total fiber content rather than paper weight (Thomp
son 71). Thismethod ofmeasurement is easier formanufacturers to achieve. The
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EPA continues to investigate the situation of paperwaste and has more revisions
forthcoming.
United States SenatorMax Baucus proposes a bill to increase overall paper
recovery to 40 percent by 1995. The Baucus bill includes pre and post-consumer
waste with no specific definitions. The EPA plans to propose better definitions
and standards for the environmental terms being used for this and other propos
als. The EPA intends to set new recycling goals for 1995, and the year 2000
(D'Amico 25).
State Legislation
Many different things happen at the state level, because thewaste problems
affect people and businesses directly. As of 1990, 16 states had some form of leg
islation involving waste reduction and or recycling (Lund 2.4-2.7). States are also
considering standards for packaging alone. The Coalition ofNortheastern Gov
ernors (CONEG) has a plan that requires designers to reduce packagingweight
by 15% and eventually by 35%. Minnesota alone is proposing by the year 2000
that all packaging contain 50% post-consumermaterials, be re-usable at least five
times or have a recycling rate of 74% by state residents (States 50).Many states
including California, Indiana,Maine, NewYork and Rhode Island, also have
environmental labeling laws for packaging so recycled terms used on products
are consistent (Assmeum Recycled 27-28).
Among the states that concern themselves with waste issues, six aim for 50
percentwaste reduction and or recycling for the coming years. Maine plans to
accomplish this goed by 1994, while states such eis NewMexico and California
have targeted the year 2000. As few as four states require plastic coding on bot
tles, edthoughmanymanufacturers already follow this system. Memy states also
employ product emd disposed berns on items such as, detachable pull rings on
cans, aseptic juice packages, lead-acid batteries, uncoded plastic, biodegradable
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six-pack yokes, oil, and white goods (these includemany appliances) (Lund
2
2.7). These bans encourage changes in product design and ensure that harmful
items do not enter landfills.
Most states implement some type ofwaste collection for recycling. Often
the area and population affect the number ofmaterials collected and how high
the goal is. If collection amounts are unsubstantial, or if houses are too far apart,
the townshipmay not be able to afford curbside collection. States obtainmoney
to run these collections and educational programs from disposed fees, solid waste
taxes, funds emd grants. Collection centers are successful, but curbside collection
targetsmore people. Typically, the easier it is to get involved, themore people
will do so. Regulations help get the ball rolling, but they need to be cost-effec
tive,managed withmarkets inmind and continue educating people as the
process continues.
Corporate Involvement
Companies such eis Dupont, Procter & Gamble and 3M have separate programs
to handle environmented problems and the products they create. PartOne
includes a case study about 3M's investigation into the recyclability of the
Post-
it bremd notes they create. The company also works to develop products with
the environment inmind. Their new, improved, recycled carbonless paper con
tains 50% recycled fibers, including 10% post-consumer. Dupont also works hard
at developing products with the environment inmind. Their chemical division
recently developed a blowing agent for plastics that is based on
hydrofluorocar-
bons and contains no chlorine (Bow 31). Such a development is kinder to the
ozone layer. And Part Fivementions Procter & Gamble's elimination of packag
ing onmany deodorants. Each company does have a department or division




With somany regulations arising in areas common to the graphics and printing
industries, it is practical to run a businesswith an environmental sense. It is also
important to investigate and monitor government positions on environmental
issues and to form active views of your own. Following a regulation, only to
avoid financial penalties, does not benefit the environment, unless the regulation
is worthy of compliance. A policy sensibly implemented can do a lot. "Most pol
lution controls, inmost countries, work through standard
setting"
(Cairncross
90). The problem lies in creating sensible and achievable standards. Sometimes
new regulations only end up costingmoney.
Spendingmoney to improve the planet, and more accurately, the quality of
life on it,makes sense; however, deteriorating our economy is not a solution.We
often spend moremoney trying to remove harmful elements, such as asbestos
and toxic wastes, than ifwe just invested more on investigations into their over
all effects (Ray Trashing 86). Such investigationsmay show us thatwe are wrong
in our fears. Environmentalmatters are not cut and dry but involvemany vari
ables. Federal, state and local governments get involved, somust corporations,
small businesses and individueds.
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Conclusion
The design and printing industries routinely use materials and perform process
es that affect the environment in terms ofwaste and pollution. The six topics
covered in this thesis project address somemain points of interest. Each part
could be an entire book itself; many current books are dedicated to each particu
lar area and were resources for this project. It is important tomake use of avail
able information and testing emd to read current environmented studies.
While there are environmental concerns today,many are not as catastrophic
as often portrayed. People do create enormous volumes ofwaste day to day and
much cem be done to reduce it. Currently, our average municipal solidwaste
contains approximately 4. 1 million tons of junkmail alone (Powelson 31).
Whether or notwe have a big hole or landfill to dumpwaste into is not the issue,
but rather, mustwe create it in the first place. Energy consumption and material
use should be reduced in addition to waste. Contemporary lifestyles need to
address the future.
Paper is one of the largest volumes of waste in our landfills, yet it is teiken
for gremted in day to day use. As discussed in Part One, recycled papers can be
manufacturedwith qualities comparable to that of virgin papers. Payingmore
attention to
manufacturers'
products and observing individual behavior can
help reduce paper waste.
In conjunctionwith paper production, paper bleaching causes environmen
tal stress to air emd water. Intensity and frequency of use of particular bleaching
chemicals deterrnine the level of concern here. Consequently, bleaching should
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be used when necessary, rather than as the norm, and attention and effort should
be given to the processes being used.
Inks form an integral part of the graphic arts industry, and theirmaterial
content always interacts with the environment. Regardless ofwhere printed
pieces end up, pressesmust be cleaned and ink containers discarded. Color accu
racy and press performance are high priorities, and a wide variety of pigments
and vehicles exist to help achieve these goals. Ink choices should also pay atten
tion to heavymetal content. As with othermaterials, a balance can be reached
between price, performance, and environmental impact.
New ink technologies should also include concern for de-inking. The de-
inking process, like bleaching, is infrequently used; many papermills purchase
de-inked fiber from the fewmills meinufacturing it. De-inking involves various
methods based on the complexity of the ink on the paper. Again, when possible,
efforts should bemade to usemethods causing the least environmented harm,
while achieving necessary results.
Packaging interacts with the environment onmany levels and servesmany
important and necessary functions such as product protection and preservation.
This area probably causes the greatest challenge due to the diversity ofmaterials
and applications. Choosing a packagingmaterial requires review of appearance,
weight, strength, durability, cost and environmented impact. This diversity
eunongmaterials creates enormous possibilities for design emd technology, with
potential to work in harmonywith the environment, instead of against it.
With environmental regulations increasing, it is practical to run a business
with an environmental sense. Many large companies have separate departments
focusing on product improvements and wastemanagement. Thinking ahead
makes regulations easier to deal with and helps even out future costs. The gov
ernment continues to take a tougher stance on environmental issues.Many states
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also involve themselves in issues and create recycling programs for their com
munities. Greater public awareness ensures that practical and productive goals
enter the legal system. This country needs to use its energy and assets wisely.
We affect the environmentwith our actions, and sometimes the earth has
difficulty absorbing them andmaintaining itself. Wemust bemore aware and
sensitive; however, wemust live and forge ahead with technology. It is possible
to cause irreparable harm, but few people demonstrate such callousness or igno
rance. As didmany early civilizations,we will "rise above our
garbage"
and do
what wemust to survive (Rathje 33). We possess the technology and have dem
onstrated that we can use itwhen we generate enough concern.
Evaluation
Researchmaterial for this thesis project proved very enlightening to myself, and
personal educationwasmy primary goal. I have a muchmore realistic view
about the environment and changes wemustmake. There aremany situations
heading in negative directions, but I believe technology and personal involve
ment can better these situations. I did find opposing views onmany subjects
with respect to the severity of environmental issues. I also reviewed or reported
on very diverse resources, and feel I adequately fulfilled my goals for this thesis
project it prompts interest and provides sources of further study.Most impor
tantly, I learned a great deal and plan to incorporate this information intomy
design profession and lifestyle.
Overall, those reviewingmy project had similar feelings about it. All felt the
information was accurate, to the best of their knowledge, andmany said the
information was well organized and presented. One individual felt there were
several subjective comments.
Most felt there was no distracting bias viewpoint in the paper though some
felt therewas a slight bias toward design issues. One individual reading only
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Part One and Six felt industry was portrayed as only money conscious and con
sumers as uninterested in how or fromwhat products are produced.
The question addressing information volume receivedmany diverse com
ments. The reviewers felt their was a lot of information, and generally those
reading the entire thesis felt itwould be better to choose fewer topics or just one.
A few people felt information was too vague in certain areas and needed more
focus and detail. Others felt some informationwas too detailed for the average
person and should be abridged.My advisor felt that given the reality of this
being a single endeavor, several topics had to be addressed.
Many of the reviewers found very little information new to them, although
some only had a general understemding of specific issues. For two individuals a
lot of informationwas new, andmany learned some more technical aspects.
Those people stating that they were currently very environmentally active
said reading the thesis projectwill not meike them more environmentally con
scious. Those with a moderate to little interest believe itwouldmake themmore
environmentally conscious in their professional and personal lives.
All but one or two thought such a publicationwould benefit those in the
design, printing and publishing fields; the others thought the informationwas
too general to aid verymuch.My advisor felt few people have access to such
information unless their job requires it. Severed people expressed that a publica
tion of this sort could be helpful to other professions such as advertising and
marketing.
Some additional comments about the project included the acknowledgment
of the extensive research. Some wanted solutions to issues presented. One per
son affirmed that designers have very little control over what the industries do
and felt the paper should be gearedmore toward industrymaking changes.
Overall, those reviewing the project found it to be successful in the
approach and at the very least, quite informative. Several people knowledgeable
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in specific fieldsmade greatly appreciated corrective comments about materials
or processes. A few others helped in proofreading and grammar corrections.
Recommendation
After reading all of the
reviewers'
comments and re-reading the thesis project
myself one final time, I have some conclusions. I agree that there is some bias to
the project in that I have an environmental viewpoint, but I feel I adequately pre
sented alternate sides tomany issues.While I stated industries concern for prof
its, I did not fault this so much as I sympathized with the need of profits for busi
nesses to survive. I believe another thesis of the same subject matter could be
approached from the standpoint of industry alone.
I am undecided on the issue of content as I had no intention of choosing
only one subject for this thesis project; Iwant to generate overall awareness and
involvement.With this in reality being the only publication, a lot of information
needed to be presented upfront. Each topic researched has several books and
articles devoted to it alone. In the event that this is a real publication, informa
tionwould be separated to be included in separate issues. An example of such a
format follows in Appendix C. I hope after reading this project people will then
study one issue at a time on their own.
I addressed some technical issues, so as to satisfy those individuals interest
ed in these points. I do not feel it is too excessive as Imyself am not extremely
interested in technical processes; however, I do feel a general knowledge is nec
essary to fully understand the issues at hand. Again I feel separate publications
could focus on different topics and even on a section within a topic, such as plas
tics. I chose to present an overall thesis project that includes several topics so
people understand the equal importance of each. I also feel the extensive refer




I do hopemost people reading this find it informative and at the very least,
may chedlenge some issues presented. I think if people are already environmen
tally conscious this type of publicationwill help them bemore sensible in their
views. Those unaware of these issues should walk awaywith at leeist a lingering
memory of the conditionswe face. I recommend that individuals continue to
investigate these issues as they are constantly changing and new technology is
emerging. This thesis project has no specific solution other than to encourage
people to bemore informed emd get involved. Both the destruction and the pro
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Armes, Linda reviewed all parts
Linda has her own residential interior design business, Linda Z. Armes Interiors
Inc., at her home in Pound Ridge,New York. She has worked in this field for
over twenty years after receiving a BA in French from Beloit college and a certifi
cate from theNew York School of Interior Design. Linda involves herselfwith
the Pound Ridge Garden Club and the Garden Education Center ofGreenwich.
She feels her environmental interests are moderate.
Armes, Robert reviewed all parts
Robert has worked for the consultant Towers Perrin, inNew York, for over twen
ty years. For the past three years he has held the position ofVice President of
Administration, includingCorporate Purchasing. Robert received a BS in
Engineering from Bristol, in England, and anMBA from Columbia. Robert is
involvedwith theNew York YachtClub, theHuman Resource Planning Society
emd the Twin PondsHomeowners Association. He feels his environmental
involvement and interest are moderate.
Bickett, Diane reviewed all parts
Dianemanages the County Recycling Program for the Cuyahoga County Plan
ningCommission inCleveland, Ohio. She has been there for four years and has
worked in the field of solid wastemanagement and recycling for ten years.
Diane has a BS in Journalism/Environmental Studies. She is amember of the
Sierra Club and Friends of the Earth and feels her environmental activity is very
strong.
Ehrgott, Rosemarie reviewed PartOne (Paper) and Part Six (Reg. & Stand.)
Rosemarie has spent the past eightmonthsworking as a Regulatory Assistemt
for Environmental ResourcesMemagement Computer Services, Inc. (ERM), in
Pennsylvania. She has worked three years in this field of study. Rosemarie has a
BA inGeography/Urban Planning and aMS in PolicyAnalysis/Environmental
Policy. She feels her environmental interest and activity are enormous and in the
past has lobbied inHarrisburg with the Sierra Club, of which she is presently a
member.
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Goldberg, Irwin reviewed all parts
Irwin owns and is the CreativeDirector of the I. Goldberg& Partners Inc., adver
tising agency inNewYork City. Irwin has a Bachelor ofApplied Arts and has
been involved in the advertising business for forty years. He is involved in the
Art Directors Club and the Skin Cancer Foundation. He rates his environmental
activity and interest as moderate.
Mayovsky, Jeff reviewed Part Two (Bleaching) and Part Four (De-inking)
Jeffworks as a Process Engineer for Weyerhaeuser Paper, inWashington state.
His first year in the field involved recycled fibers, but for the last five years he
has been involved in pulping and bleaching. Jeff received aMS in Pulp and
Paper Science from theUniversity ofWashington. He is involved with TAPPI,
and while he says he is a "radical
environmentedist"
on the job, he feels his envi
ronmental interest and activity aremoderate.
Mosberg, Stewart reviewed Part Five (Packaging)
Stewart has spent the past year asManagingDirector in theNew York office of
Lipson, Alport, Glass and Associates. He has been in the packaging field for 28
years and received a Bachelor ofDesign from theUniversity of Florida. Stewart
has been involvedwith the Package Design Council Internationed for eight years
and is on their board of directors as chairman of the Environmental Committee.
He served as PDC's president in 1988. Stewartwas the founder of the former
Packaging Coalition of SolidWasteManagement and was an NEA grant recipi
ent for a packaging and solid waste study. He is amember of the Office of
Tech
nologyAssessment, in the US Congress, as a Design for Environment
advisor.
Stewart is also the author of two books on design and feels his environmental
involvement is enormous.
Sanderson, Eric reviewed all parts
Ericwas an assistant professor at R.I.T. for five years and taught in the areas of
press, ink and substrates. He has instructed several industry educational semi
nars and has done consulting for printing related
industries. He recently took a
positionwithWeyerhaeuser Paper Company inWashington state. He is a
research engineer for their Communication Papers Printing Support Team. Eric
has studied this related field for seven years. He has aMS in Paper Science from
the Institute of Paper Science and Technology and a BS in Chemistry from East
ernWashingtonUniversity. Eric also has nine years of printing and press experi
ence. He personally involves himself in TAPPI, TAGA, Sierra Club and the
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Nature Conservetncy.While Eric feels he is very environmentally active on a per
sonal level, hewould like to be more active on a local level.
Schubert, Debbie reviewed all parts
Debbie has spent the past year as an estimator for the full service printing
com-
petnyOffset Impressions, in Pennsylvania. She has worked in this field for three
years. Debbie received a BS in PrintingManagement and Sciences from Rochest
er Institute of Technology. During her education she trained at two different
companies through a co-op program. Debbie has an enormous interest in envi
ronmental issues and pays attention to any information involving them.
Whittaker, StephenR.reviewed Part One (Paper), Part Three (Ink), and Part
Six (Stand. & Reg.)
Stephen is currently themanager of finishing services atMonroe Litho, Inc. in
Rochester, New York. He has spent over 15 years in paper sales as both a sales
person and a technical consultant. Stephen has worked in these related fields for
over 25 years. He received a BS in PrintingManagement from Rochester Institute
of Technology and is currently anAdjunct Facultymember there in the
School of
Printing. Stephen feels he has an enormous interest in the environment, and he
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Understanding RecYCLED Pnfye Lingo?
1 n the design, printing and allied fields,
paper is one of the largest consumed
commodities. Paper provides the means
for most communication while also sat
isfying many aesthetic demands. The
purpose and function of a product, or
the desire to achieve a particular look,
determine the type of paper needed.
Economics fuel the marketing deci
sions for paper companies, but recent
environmental standards and
"green"
popularity pressure such decisions.
Waste paper now serves as a fiber source
rather than just landfill destined garbage.
Many new terms and technologies have
emerged into common conversation, as
recycling becomes commonplace.
Manufacturers use several terms to
describe a paper's recycled content with
many of the definitions being unique to
each manufacturer. The following com
mon recycled terms have general defini
tions taking into account various
descriptions found for each word.
recycling
any process whereby mate
rials are put through the manufacturing





is reclaimed at the
manufacturing sight
for use in new pro
duction (may be divided into wet
and
dry mill broke and may also
be referred
to as home or industrial scrap).
wet broke waste or pulp lost at the
head box (area of paper machine were
pulp is projected onto wire) before final
sheet is formed.
dry broke waste generated by manu
facturer or converter after the paper is
formed. Waste resulting from the cutting
of large rolls, sheeting, envelope forma
tion, etc. This material may also be
referred to as pulp substitutes as they
can be used like wood pulp with no
additional processing.
The term broke refers to the feeling
years ago that too much creation of such
waste would cause the mill to go broke
(Assmann Conservatree 4).
pre-consumer waste may be used to
refer to any of the above contents; denot
ing materials not yet not,,presented or
sold to consumers. Materials generated
in the manufacturing process that differ
from the original materials enough that
they cannot be recycled back through the
same process. For example: a printer's
waste maycontain inks and therefore is
not a pulp substitute since de-inking
may be necessary.
post-consumer anything that is man
ufactured and sold to the consumer or
has served its purpose and been discard
ed. Such materials are typically less
clean .thanpre-consumer waste or have
exhausted their life expectancy.
Not only are the terms and definitions
variable but the way companies use
them to describe a paper product's con
tent may vary as well. Manufacturers
need to provide more specific informa
tion on their products.
When a paper claims to contain a cer
tain percentage of recycledmaterials, the
amountmay refer to total fiber content or
total paper weight. The fact that most
papers include materials other than cel
lulose fibers accounts for this discrepan
cy; therefore, a paper containing 25%
non-fiber material has a remainder of
75% fiber. If 50% of this fiber material is
waste paper than only 37.5% of the total
paper content contains recycled materi
als (Thompson 47). When stated without
clarification one would believe half of
the product contains recycled
material; this is true only in
respect to fiber content not
paper weight. Today papers
contain several fillers.
Manufacturers should indi
cate the method ofmeasure
ment and the recycled materials used.
Figures based on paper weight require
more fiber to achieve a specific percent
age. Keep in mind, except for advertis
ing, a paper containing 25 percent pre-
consumer material by content may be no
different than what was manufactured
20 years ago. Using post-consumer waste
in new paper production does more to
alleviate our waste problems.
Assman, David. Conservatree Information Serviees
Environmentally Sound Paper Overview: The
.Essential Issues. San Francisco: Conservatree
Information Services, 1993.
Thompson, Claudia G. Recycled Papers: The





Denis Hayes, formerly the chair of Earth
Day 1990, founded Green Seal in 1990
Clhompson 86). This nonprofit organiza
tion focuses on setting environmental
standards, certifying products and edu
cating the public. Their product stan
dards serve "to reduce, to the extent tech
nologically and economically feasible,
the environmental impacts associated
with the manufacture, use, and disposal
of
products"
(Green Seal 2). Green Seal
currently has standards for products
including printing and writing paper,
bathroom and racial tis
sue, water fixtures, -5^
compact fluores- <fr





additional subjects or materials within
many of their standards.
Much like SCS, Green Seal not only
provides manufacturers with the use of
their label, but conducts on-site tests,
inspections and enforcements. Under
writer Laboratories Inc. serves as the
"primary testing arid factory inspection
contractor"
for the organization (Green
Seal 2). Any company authorized to use
the logo has specific restrictions, uses
and applications for it so the purpose on
the product is as clear as possible (Green
Seal 9).
Green Seal recently revised their print
ing and writing paper standard because
they feel "the environmental impacts of
paper manufacture will best be reduced




industry will eventually mature and pro
duce products with higher recycled con
tent and safer bleaching (Notice 2).
The recycled material and post con
sumer material content standards
were
60/15 and are now 50/10. Papers now
receive certification for one or the other
content, or for being a paper bleached
without chlorine or its derivatives
(Notice 3). This change in Green Seal's
standards gives consumers a greater
selection of recycled papers and one that
is easily identified. They feel, "every
time you buy something, you cast a
'vote'
for or against the Earth. What you buy
determines how many trees are cut, how
much pollution is released into the air
and water, and how quickly our limited
landfill space is exhausted [Green
Seal's)."
While the organization has only
been operating for three years, Green





The Environmental Choice Program
(ECP) began in 1988 as a result of the
Canadian government's commitment to
sustaining the environment. Environ
mental Choice Program operates under
Environment Canada (similar to our
EPA) in conjunction with the Canadian
Environmental Protection Act (CEPA)
(ECP Design 1). Environment Canada
provides assistance to the program.
The ECP receives most identification
in the US through the EcoLogo found on
many recycled papers. The ECP also
adopts five environmental principles:
encourage the efficient management of
renewable resources to ensure their
availability to future generations, encour
age the protection of ecosystems and
species diversity, encourage the proper
management of chemicals in products,
and promote the efficient use of non
renewable resources, including fossil
fuels {ECPDesign 3).
Environmental
^ Choice, like SCS,
** evaluates a com-
f pany's product or
service against a
o set of specific
? guidelines. The
*fENrsy organization's recently
appointed Minister of State, Mary
Collins, bears ultimate responsibility for
all policies and decisions presented by
the board [ECP Design 6). The Minister
appoints a 16 member advisory board
including a chairman. These volunteers

















































PncHAGE Design UUit+h Cognizanc-
Dr. Stanley Rhodes, of Scientific
Certification Systems, makes a very per
ceptive statement about the importance
of design in environmental issues. "The
challenge for every designer is to identify
those design and production elements
which can have the greatest effect on
reducing environmental impacts, and to
avoid changes which can result in coun
terproductive side-effects in terms of per
formance, cost or the environment.
Because of the complexity of industrial
systems, it is not always immediately
apparent which decisions will lead to
improvement, and which ones will back
fire. Unless a systems analysis is under
taken, designers run the risk of making
the wrong decision, or of failing to iden
tify the elements which could have had
the most significant positive
effect"
(Rhodes 1). Some may feel this statement
involves only or
industrial
design and packaging science, but all
levels of design influence the environ
ment.
Material selection is the foundation of
all products and packaging,
and some
times it solely
determines the success of
the product. The necessary
function usu
ally
dictates the material choice, but
design can also influence the choice.
Procter & Gamble markets their Folgers
coffee in a bag, a can and a glass jar so
consumers can choose what they prefer,
hopefully based
on recycling access in
their area
(Stilwell 200). Most manufac
turers ultimately





surround a project, environmentafism
often falls by the way side. "The design
er's task will "become more difficult and
more important than ever demanding
changes in attitude, education, approach
and^sophistieation"
(MacKenzie 154).
Source reduction through design often
saves money for a company while
limit1
ing potential trash. Source reduction is
currently one of the EPA's top priorities.
Companies are making changes, such as
Procter & Gamble's elimination of boxes
for many of their deodorants (Mosberg).
The new octagon pizza boxes in use save
cardboard material and weigh less. In
reality, designers
often have little







change their.look, and if consumers con
tinue to buy a
"badly"
packaged product,
then changes are less likely to occur. The
challenge is for designers to create inter
esting, economical pieces that help to
preserve the environment.
For example, Newell and Sorrell
designed new Berol Karisma colored
pencils with a shaved angle edge expos
ing the lead. This makes ink representing
lead color unnecessary. They wrapped
the box in recycled paper and closed it
with document ties that eliminated the
need for cellophane (MacKenzie 115).
The product now looks more natural and
artistic, and saves Berol money previous
ly needed to represent every pencil color
in ink.
Another approach to the problem is
creating products or packaging with dual
uses. If the secoridary use has a practical
function, it may keep people from throw
ing away the item or package. The
German retailers Tengelmann, have
taken this a step further and replaced the
plastic tray in their chocolate box with
one made out of wafer (MacKenzie1 164).
Even if people choose not to eat the
wafer tray, it has not wasted materials
and will degrade in a compos.t pile.
Years ago designers created solutions
like this because it made sense, rather
than to reduce waste. Jelly jars doubled
as children's drinking glasses, and
peanut butter jars were calibrated for use
.as a measuring cup (Stilwell 41). These
complex solutions require designers to
research materials and environmental
issues more intensely. They need a full
understanding of all the issues and mate
rials in order to make the best solutions.
Current consumer demands influence
packaging, such as the desire for a
microwavable, dual-oven, convenient,
inexpensive product. The cost of labor is
so high in comparison to current produc
tion that people buy new products,
rather than fix old ones. We are creating
products for specialized markets, and we
combine materials to make them perform
better; however, this hinders our source
recovery (Eyring 24). The aseptic pack
age is one such result.
>- (cont. on last page)
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cled nearly 64 percent (Darnay 320, Steel
Can 73). States with deposit laws and
curbside collection help increase the
recycling rate. Aluminum, like other
nonferrous metals, can be melted and
fabricated over and over again for the
same or different forms. Melting old cans
saves energy needed to mirie, ship and
manufacture new cans. The energy sav
ings is a big bonus as it leaves oil and
electricity free to power other areas. It ".
takes 95 percent less energy to produce a
pound of aluminum from UBCs than




(Stilwell 71). This energy
potentail makes UBCs more
valuable than years ago when
energy was more plentiful. In the begin
ning of 1979, UBCs sold for about 39
cents a pound; in mid 1989, they brought
56 cents a pound (Darnay 266, 267).
Often steel and aluminum share a recy
cling collection bin. Separation causes no
problem since steel is magnetic and alu
minum is not. This makes for quick sepa
ration from each other but not from other
metals and substances. In order to keep
out unwanted materials, a visual inspec
tion and sometimes a complex acid or
chemical test is performed (Recycling
Scrap 4).
PLASTICS
Plastic has become extremely popular in
the packaging industry and the focus of
dismay for environmentalists. Because
there are so many types of plastics, there
are many diverse recycling capabilities.
First of all, the two main classes of plas
tic are thermoplastics and thermosets.
The former can be melted after harden
ing, while the latter cannot. In the case of
packaging, nearly all is. thermoplastic;
durable goods such as auto bumpers con
stitute thermosets (RecyclingPlastics 1).
In 1988, plastic packaging accounted
for 5.6 million tons of our waste stream,
and we currently recycle only two per
cent of this, packaging material (Darnay
107,
Ashford 49). Though it weighs very.
little, plastic takes up a considerable
amount of landfill space, unless crushed.
This large utilization of space makes for
inefficient hauling of plastics to^ecycling
sites. Shredders increase the quantity of
plastic in a truck load, but they can lead
to commingling of "plastic grades
(Mosberg).
The seven main plastics used in pack
aging each have a code number assigned
to them (see side bar). The Society of
Plastics Industry Came up with the cod
ing and recommends that manufacturers
use the codes to make grades easier to
identify and recycle. Many states now
have laws on plastic coding.
While all ^categories have recycling
potential, only number one and two go
through the process consistently. These
two plastics take up large markets of soda
and milk bottles respectively. "The costs
to reclaim other plastics are generally




A big problem with plastic recycling is
sorting. Each grade requires different pro
cessing and temperatures for recycling.
They each also have different chemical
structures, with PET and HDPE being the
easiest to break down and work with
(Wolf 66). Manufacturers such as Dow
Chemical and Dupont developed compat
ibilizers to make greater chemical links
between plastics (DiChristina 76).
Systems exist which scan plastics, for
specific components, such as the
detectable chlorine in PVC (Ashford 53).
Single resin materials are easiest to deal




the blending of some plastics possible
(Ashford 54).
The other problem is keeping out for
eign materials including metals, glass
and dirt. These contaminants can ruin
molds, costing as much as $100,000, and
lead to defects in the final product
(Narayan 142). Glues and paper labels
can degrade resins too; many containers
now have thin plastic labels to prevent
this (Ashford 51). Even occurrences of
mold can cause inferior results
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